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ABSTRACT
Twenty-eight acderately and profoundly retarded.

children (9 to 17 years old), .on one unit of a center for the
developmdntally disablqd were taught a nonvocal Symbol system ba'sed
on that developed by D. Premack. Children varied, in spitch level from

nonverbal tO spite swbo had :simple lanqUage skills. Die sYibOl
system used a behavioral approach involving plkstic shapes to

( represent words of varying degrees of abstrac tiless. A prior :pilot
,study (N=B) had, shown that retarded Ss. could learn such a honvocal'
systen. The prsent study showed that this larger group could also

. A learn, although rate of learning was considerably slower, and amount
' : learned las lower, when Ss' mental ageg were at 2 years or below.

Twenty-five slow learners yith mear nental age of 1.9 learned an

' c'

faverage 3f 10 words Over a 6 morith training perioll. Of this group,.13
alSo learned one and two word sentences; involving verbs. Three fast .

. leaLners, with mean m,ental ages atcut 6 years, learned significantly
more words and also combined tbese words into lentences np to ning

- words long. Matched zontrol groups of 10 Ss each, on the same and 1
i different units, were giyen equal time, oneto-one inteactiop, and

, the opportunity to manipulate analogous material. Neither, contra por
mr training groups showed differences pre- and pcsttraining 'on IQ, MA, .

lqa cr vocalization. However, attention span increased significantly for
the training grodp and decreased i,gnificantly for the controls. ItNt
was concludsd that althoughicthere. ere wide individual differences,in
leerning rate, and amount, a nOnvocal symba $ystem car be helpful t6

: permit at least minimal communication where no tther mode exists and.'
. no otAer approaches ,,,have been feastble. (Author)
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AiSTRACT .

! Twenty-eight retarded children on one unit'of kcentee for4hd dekelog-
mentally disab'iefiwe're atighti a nonvoCal symbol system bassdon that developqd
by Premack.; Children were moderaiely ioprofoundly-retarded and v#ried in

-6. speech level from totalry nonverbal ta.soindwho had- simple-language skills.
-The symhol-syseem used a behaviore approach involving plastic shapes to 4

q. .

si represent words.of varying degrees of.abstractness. A priorppilotatudy ,

(h.= 8) had sh6w9,tha't retarded 4ubjegts 'could le4grn such a nonvodal system..
The present sbudy showed" that this laher group could also learn; although .5

rate of learning wa'4\\considdrably slower, and amount learned was ltwer, wt;en

suhjects'Mental ages were.at 2 yeara or below. TwentyfiVe slesw-learnera° with

. such lOw'mental-ages learned an average of 10 worda over a 6. month-training

.period. Of thid group 13 allso learned one-. and twO-word sentences., involving 4

ver'bs. TIliee'fast leqrners, with.mean mental ages of.about 6 years., learned
.

signifieantbr more woNs..(X = 50), end also combined thdse words into sentences
...

up to nine words long. 'f .

,
, 1

Matched control palips of Ilsmbyects each,oh the same and different units16( .

were given equal time, one-ap-one interaction, and the opportunity to manipulate

-.,-,. analogou/ materi:al.'-NeWlerlcontsolvqr training,groups-showed.diE4rences-. . , '_...:.

, Pre- and'pefst-kraining -ot IQi-MA:noevocalization.' However.attention span
increased.signiffcantly for_ihe training group and decreased!significantly
'for.the Ontrols. %.tt was C-Ovaluded that, although there were-wide individual
differences in lerning'rate and ailioUnt, A" nonvocaUsymbOI System 'can be-help-.

.

ful to-jiermit at least minimal communication.where no other mode exists and no
,

other approaches havb been feasible.
.te
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I INTIODUCTION',_

0

r .
. .

It js uniYersallY,accepted that language:communication.L.a prime.:
requiremeht lor melningfuluman interaction.-.,Mildly-to4profoundly retaided
children often lack'Ony sigriificant language skills, creatIng-fiustration for

.
the retarded, as welr as ifir "Chose with whonithey interatt..

. ,
.

. :.
.

. .
.1 : 'Withyut the abllity to express.consent, dissent, needs, emotions, and

N, ideas, in"dividual autonomy'is,arrested, and emotional frustralion results:
. Chilaren'who do not toMmunicate are diagnosed and treated differently than

likely ..to be treated as.Capa le Of compAhending, and is provided-withgreatert
those who do-Oaltaxe and Si ons,,,1975):, If. a'child calimunicates, he-is-more

stimulation and met with more'normal expectations..°Because the consequenees _

of language'deficits ate tritical to a child's healthy social, emotional, and-,
intellectual development,;.the,need to detrelop alternativAland lsegUage stimulation
.systems is clear.. i

.'

owsrait

,

Emphasis in'titost remedial'programs has naturally been'ondeveloping oral
communication skills, and such programs have had varying degrees.of success.-
(Berry &Tiisenqon, 1956; BLIcker & Brickel-, 1970, Donovan, 1957; Johnson, 1950;
Johnson, Stiown.,_Curtis, Edney & Keaster, 1967; Mysack, 1966; Richard:ion, 1967;
Stevens & Heberv 1965; Schiefelbusch, 1967.) Where speech development is not
feasible,-of ittas.begfuunPueessful"nonvoOl. langpme'trai4ipg ig the .goal.

.

. .

Language treatment program'S tend to be shaped by the presenting disability
of the ihild. Signlanguage'is taUght to:thehearing impaired and'has been
effective in providing an arternative communication'system:to thia POOulatid.
(Bellugi, 1972; Vernonand Koh, 1970)... Hbwever, koung children with develop-
mental delaysioften-do.not have the fine motor cdordination required for signing:
Signing also requires that short-term memory be well developed sinCe each sign
does not stpy in view for more than a few'Seconds. Thus it would have limited
benefit for, retarded'children who are known -to have greater difficulties with'
.short-term memory (Craham,'19

.
Children with seve,re motor impairments resulting from brain dartlage or

cerebral,..palsy have been offered communicatiO% boards.kspecially equitpped'

typewriters, mechanical devices, and computerized ligalequipment for alterna-
tive communication systems (Vanderheiden and Grilley, 1975). The majority of
these EechniqUes are based on the use of the alphabet.and require that a person,
be abke to.read. CommunicAtion systems with arrays of letters and words are
generailv,deSigned .f.lor-the indillidual who does not have use of the speech

thusculature, and',..gill not be able to 'prOdute intelligible'verbal speet . Howeyer

effettive use of the communication boaids requires ;reading and coMpre ension:
abilities beyond the level of most retarded children.

).

Another nonvocal technique is the Bliss Symbol System (1973), which
involves complex visual pictographs. However they require coinprehension of

relatively abstract and coniplex Meaning44 whieh.again makes Such a system
beyond the capacity of alLbut the highest functioning,retscrded.

.3.

Itt
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In a brief four-month pilot training program, Hodges & Deich(in press),
and Deich & Hodges (1975):'successfully taught eight nonverbal retarded .

children to communicate nohvocally.wieh an artificill language system
utilizing Plastic symboks.to represent words. This system was developed ..

by Premnck (1970 (a), (b), 1972] who succesgfully taught a chiMpanzee, Sarah,
to communicate by means bf an'arpficial language-system. .

..,.

In e mining the function of language-from the point of view of the.
proverb 1 visitor from outer space, Premaa adalyzed language not into its.
grammat cal components, but in the step-by-ste0 procedure that woUld be

. requir d to teach commbnication skills to a nonlinguistic organism. Premack
used laserb symbols to represent the units of language (words). Yor the

.cbimp, the effect of,using the symbols was to eliminate the vocal demand and ,

focus on,skills occurring in the animal's repertoire (visual gliscrimination !
and Motor responses). The chimp was not required to create a response (word),.
but could rather select (discriminate) a prepared responge (symbol). For.

Sara, language was thedbased on disvimination, association and%motor
response. The impact oFPremack's functional analysis of language upon the
field of communication is.evident.. Of equal importance for those dealing
with the'nonverbal, severely/profoundly retarded population, is his succesa
in breaking language away from its linguistic framework and analyzing. it
into separat , discrete steps fully within the-loy-functioning retardate's '

Oattern of s ls (discrimination, associative learning, motor responses).

1 v, 1 ri. - v.:; ; ", ;.

*
.;?, .1 T.. r - . 1: N , .. ... .,,.. _. 4. .

Glas an Gazzaniga (1973) .succegsfully used the Ih-emack 'system Oth: .

. preyiousi rbal adult aphasic patients and'Carrier (1974, (a), (b);11975].

, .aApPie e system to mute retarded children. iBlair mid:Baldwin (1975) utilized
dur adaptation of the system for a group of autistic children and concluded

ti

---....et

t the Premack system was no.more effective than was a voCal.training program.

M nsch'and Reichert (1976) used our adaptation to teach four nianverbal autistic
ildren, sand fo nd that within a five-month training period three of the

four lear som4 words, with varying degrees of abstractness.

These tud es differ in the populations used: Glass and Gazzaniga

dealt ulith p iously verbal subjects whd had lost speech functions, while
Blair and Baldwin clealt wiV1 autistic children who had some speech. Carrier

has been working with retarded children, but either he, nor,D4téh & Hodges

(1975), used adequate comparison groups to ount for the effect of increased

individual attention, as against training pp e. The preaent project used

com`parison group4 who received equal amounts f individual attention, thus
permitting eValuating the efficacy of using a nonvocal symbol system to
'establish commdnication among previous non-communicatoia.

Since communication is.crucial to meaniuful human 4interactions, a Aystem

.which develops communication skills has practical.import and fulfills a real

need. Where vocal coMmunication skills.arenbt present, it is nepegpary to

find a technique.to rettify this lack. In our'prioestudy notedabove,,-the
Premack languAge "tsystem was used successfully to teac4 nonverbal retarded

children to commuhicate.

"

.
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The problem with the Deich & Hodges pilot project WAS that the use of
- the symbol system was restricted to teacher7child training sessions and
neither symbols nor trained persona were available outside of the training
time. The aim of he present study was to make.symbolp-available 'tor all:
on the unit, and to train all children and staff. The aim was to.teach
them abasic vocabulary of about 100 words which would help them.express
needs and desires. :As will be discuss'ed later the outcome of training was'
lower than the initial goal because drastic population changes radically
lowered the mental ages of-children who were trained in the system.

, ,

a, An interesting side effect noted in the authors' pilot project was
that several of the children attempied to'vocalize after training. Another
aim of thg present study was to see whethet training in a nonvocal symbol
system would stimulate vocalizations in nonverbal childFen. It has long been
claimed by some teachers of the deaf that mute hearing children can be
stimulated to vocalize through the use of sign language. There is, however,
no experimental evidence to suRpert this assertion. Therefore, our study .

also measured vocalizations and speech levels of all children pre- and post-
training.

.

0

1'
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PROCEDURE

'Fifty three institutionalized retarded children from two. different units
.comprised the sample. .Thirtythree children from unit A comprised the
training.group who-were taught the symbol System:: Ten matChed,.,controls from
the same Unit A and ten matched controls fram unit B were given an equal
amount of attention and comparable manipugatk uf objects. The rationale
for using control groups from'the same.and different,units was tO.permit ,

comparigon of lame and different environmentg: as well as:to determine
whethier the control group on the training unit.mighe incidentatiy pick up

. v
.some of the symbol system from their peers.

s All children were pre- and post-/ested on such variables' As mental age,
I.Q., speech and attention, knowledge of aoncepts, and negative and positive
bellaviors. Other information available included medications, levei of vision,
and hearing, and liehayior problems (see CENSUS DATA below).. In addition,

subjects who were taught the symbol system were measured on amount and speed
of learning,_as well as retention level.

Assignment to training and control group& on Unit A was.random, except
for six children who had previously.had sign language. These had to be
evenly assigned to each grOup on the basis of MA arid speech. Controla in
Unit Bwere.matched on' MA.and speech td subjects on Unit A. Rubults from the

g two control groups wvre later combined betause there were no differences in
characteristics and behaviOrs TO'r'the two groups.

'In all, 4 control subjects (2 from-eaChviE) and 10 training subjects
were dropped. The dropped subjects included two who left the institution,
4 who were hospitalized for a long term, one who remained violent,despite .

behavior modification, and the rest were totally unresponsive to the training
program. Fpe new children entered the training group one to two months after
training had begun, and 2 newcontrols were added. Most later analyses there-
fore concern the retained subjects, 28 trainlIng, and 18 controls.

SUBJECT CHARACTERISTICS: (See Table 1)
,

Originally all children from the two units were to have a minimal mental
age af two years since previous research showed.that a mental age of two }Tars
appeared to be'a sufficient minimum for.learning this bonvocal language system
(Deich And Hodges, 1975). However there wag ari unexpected and radical change
in the population on the two units shortly before the-training program began.
Consequently most of the children,functioned Below the.mental age of two,'with
the lowest.having a 'mental Age.of 11 months and ehe highest haying a mental
age of / years 6 Months. The:mean mental age.of alI Subjects for the training,
group was 2.0, and the mean mental age far the controls was.2.7 years:
Difference betwe&I the two groups was not significant:

Chronological age ranged friod 9 years to 17 years with means of 13.3 Ylc'
and 11.8 years, respect14iy, for the training and controlAr'cidps. Age % ,q
differences between the groups were not Significant.

9
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Speech levet, as derived from our Speech and Attention test, was.siMilar.
for the training and conetol groups'with a mean of 2.5 each in-expressive
language. _This level includeg.the majoritj, who'were basically nonverbal .

(grunts', noises, non-understandable sounds or some unclear words).. 'The ,

others, 4 in the training:and 5 in the contwOl groups, were able to Communicate
in simple words and sentences.ranging from unclear to relatively clear.

110 Receptive ladguage was 2.4 per group. Only 5 subjects were. unable'to
follow any verbal commands. All'the regt were able'to follow simple commands lit
such as "come here",-"sit down",,and "give me'the

Speech Level was directly related to rated attentivengps (on the Speect
.

and Attention Test). Thus, those with meaningful speech showed high levelsLef
attention (85% of the time), those with some speech were attentive 67% Of the -

timelan'd the onvocaf children were attentive about 55% of the time.
.

None of the childrenowere deaf or blind, but a few ha4.sctme degree of
auditory or visual impairment,.and many had behavioral problems including
short attentiOn span, little or no relation to others, and aggression,
against slf.or others.

I.

PRE- AND POST-TEST MEASURES WHICH WERE INDEPENDENT OF 'TRAINING:

sUbjects (4ere given pre- and-pOst-tes, ts whtch in nearly all cases

were separated by six months of training Or attention sessions. In some

cases pre- at41 post-testg were cl9ser due to the changes in population which
occurred during training. Five children came in 1 and 2 months after training
had begun. On the post-testing there were some who were not followed.up
since they had left the program, and 'also a few who were not given post
testing, because they had had only a few seaSions of trainingo

Pre- and post-tests included teses of intelligence, speech and attention;
concepts, behavioral measures, and raeings of other variables such as hearing,
vision, and so forth. Specificallyihjincluded the following:

1
TEST OF INTELLIGENCE: Originally two tests were projected to be.given

to all subjects.. They'were the PeabodyyPicture-focabulary Test, PPVT, .ttnd

the Leiter scale. Both of these tests are designed foi use with non-verbal.
as well as verbal subjects., The PPVT.merely.requires that the Subject point

to the. aripropriate picture out of four on display. Subject must point tb th

picture which shows the word for c6ncrete,and abstract nouns,"actionyerbs.'
and so on; such as table, climbing, pe tlmeo This test'gives a good index

receptive..language. °The Leiter tesci!tarsomewhat different process, since

it is more a measure of conceptual abilfityk THe subject selects and matches
without having`to be able to speAlc,:or hdarV .Both ofthese tests wete found
useful in our p4ot.project referred to above (Deich'ahd Hodges, 1975)....
Howeverj3ecause Vfthe change iv popOlatiOn, with accompanying lower mental
ages, some of the 4ubjects goOld.respond neitherto the PPVT nor to the Leiter.

BoOl..of these tests.start atrthe 2-year level. All children,were first given

both of these.tests. Then thOse who were-Air:able t 7ttain even a'raw score

411
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oft the PPVT, and/or could.not pass the 2-year level on the Leiter, were
given the Kufilmann-Binet. -This test of intelligence, which goes from birth
7to year two, is heavily slanted towards.motor perfdrmance, and also gives
Credit for Verbalization. Consequently it is not as adequaEe a measure as
the PPVT and-Leiter. Howeveri.there is no better, .properly validated; and.
predictivelnonverbal test available.beloW the mental age Of two.. A few
children-passed all items on the Kuhlmann-Binet and yet could/notperform
on the Leitier. They were consequently given the Stanford-Binet test which
alM3 is heavily verbally loaded..

Intelligence quotients were thus derived from a number of source's: Leiter
Scale, 'Peabody Picture Vocabulary Te4t (PPVT),_Kuhlmann-Binet (K-B),.&
Stanford-Binet (S-B). Theaddition of K--,B artá S-$ Vas necessary because of
the low:mental ages. IQ's are roughly compar ble*Tor these four tests on a
group basis. Range.of IQ wasrfrom 6 to 57,wit mean IQ's for the training

, and control groups ,being 1$ and 25, respective y. Specifically for training
and control.groups, the mean IQ's were as follows: Leiter Scale = 43 & 41;
PPVT = 34 & 23; K-B = 11 & 14; and S-B = 29 & 25. Differentes between groups
were not significant.

I(%e I". '!,/

TEST OF SPEECH AND ATTENTION: he test devised by Deich & Hod ,for this
particular project with the aim of, measuring the Variety of expressive and

4

receptive language abilities from primitive responses such as grunts, to
,simple im,itationsto spontanftyp wprds and sentences. R#t,ing is according
to 4Vel and clarity of utterance.-.Test includes.Measures of: spOhianeous
Speech; staff ratings on speech level, guch as nonverbal, Verbal but inappro-

i0 priate, verbal'with meaningful-speech,-etc.; and meadurea:of attention,
Ancruding percent of tinie spent in "sitting at table", "looks at tester", ;/

etc. (See Appendix A for sample,test)./Staff.ratings agreed fairly consinientlyi
with our r-aings on speech level. :,.. dr

1

VOCALIZATION TESTS: Children's vocaliZations were measured by videotape
V as a pretest. This involved attaching a microphone on a neckband in front of

the larnyx to pick up any sounds, or approximations of sounds, the subject
.might make. Despite piloting, too many mechanical failures intervened.
Consiguen.tly it was difficult to determine vocalization level, and neither
videnape nor throat mike was used as a post-test vocalization me4sure.

However, the same basic technique was used, on0-one month after beginning
: of training, nd.then again after the end of training. Information obt4ned,

.._,.

was-receirded o a cassette only and dispensed with both throat mike and video .

tape. .Since tle :.technrque remAined the same, pre- and post-:training comparisons
»

' .were still pos ible Additionally comparisons were made beween the twoft

ft

tassette'record ngs of vocalizatiOn. 'i4
.

11 ./.
. .

. ,
, ,

.

/ The basic te'h.ique was as follows: each child.Vas asked to re'spond to

' "Do you-watit a'.candy '(or M&M, etc.)?" Responses were recorde on a cassette,
k .,

.

anethe LeVel..;of 'response was rated'according to type of redponse, from "po

..' vocalizationh to "grunts", to 4inaRtreipriate responsCe.: all the way-to .,,f,',..

"aPpropriate response". .Voct14.zatiop were,rated by Woi, different juOges,
. , t .

41
.

One who knew the child and one wb i *not.-,,(For furthidiscussion flO deta.ils
I I

on vocalization see RtSULTS, III.

* Although these t;ests measure differ6nt atkilities, they all do 'give an '
estimate of MA and hence IQ.

,
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The procedure involved using a "stooge" or model, who sat in a semicircle
with 2.children; at a.time, "Cr were 'being tested for VoCalilation. The
II stooge" was a verbal child on the Unit. The rater firat-asked.the,"s'tooge":
"Johnny (or whatever) do you wantthis M&M?" If ihe child(ren) preferred.
another reinforcer, such as cereal, the question was changaeappropriately.
The stooge fnvaiably said "yes".to the question, and reached out his hand-
towapd the proper reinforcement. ,The other two childien were then each asked
in turn if they would like acandy, They heard the 'question asked by the
teacher, heard ile'stooge's "yes" and saw him reaching toward the candy.
Consequently they basically knew what-was required, and would.follow as best
as they could, in terms of reaching and vocalization, at whacever level.they
were capable. The stooge served as model for a whole series of childrZn,
most of whom were interested, but only same of wkom were able to vocalize. -.

This,test of vocalizatioil was gill' one month into the training program, and
again at the gnd of the training program.

CONCEPTS TPST: This,test devisedby Deich for. the prev4.ous'pilot
project determine which of a sblect sroup of concepts the subjectknew,
in ter s of reCeptive language, i.e., which he understood, and which he was
le td respond to correctly. The child had to point,to, or select from,

differently colored diamonds, squares, and triangle§, eho'se which were the
"same", "different", "smaller", "bigger", "all", andAg.forth. The aim of .

the test was"to provide comparative.data on pre- andpost-test changes, if-
_ .

any, of ability to understand the names of concepts, even tho'names per5be
lwere mot taught. ,An additiona1 goal was ta determine,whether-thOsv subjee,ts,
who initially knew more concepts, were'able to.lciarn'the symbol syStem at a:

A-faster rate than (hose who knew fftwer ,concepts.

BEHAVIORAL MEASURES TEST: (See Appendix A.) Test devised by Deich
for this project to 'rate certain behaviors a plicable to a lower functioning
group. The measures include st!thjtOms As tact, independence,
cooperation, awareness of others oA0At:tound1ngs, aggrebsion, and self
destruction.

Those children who did not have eye contae't, or could-not sit at a
table, were given a training procedure to develop these.behaviors. In
addition, for children who had behavforal problems such AgAggtessive or self
destructive behaviors, behavior modification programs were'instituted to 41111

redUce suchnegative behaviors.
.

. .

END OF MONTH TJESTIONNAIRE: '(ppendi A), At the erid of each month each.,
(sybject was.evaluated orra number of varia les, such as "resfionsiveness", '

" "Attachment", and "attention span." .In terMs of OSeful, measurable variable,
.

,

the latter'wasimOsk.aabfe. -!,
'..

al?
'
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f. ' (f. '4. ATENSU5 DATA:. InlgdditIon to...Chese t'.6stA, further-dia. waki cmited'

from'ainCual unsusdata avallable'on sdch vaHables ap: hearing;:Y1SiOn; ,

.. ambulation; ilice;.sex; OrornOlogical age;imd4c#tangikpurrently in use;k, .

. . 46

. ty.l?e'fa. flan'oticep;.speE:ch Isvels; sql.f-helii.skille and pohitive andnegative
adaptive, behgviors.-':Negatfve adaptive behaviors incrude items.euclvas violence,

. - ti.'wardb helf.or others, sekt-abuse, and debtruption of property.

4

TEKNERS FORALL SUBJECTS:. -
:1

' Teachers coneisted.of paid research assistants, toiether with volunteers,
. wbo.were culled from both undergraduhte and graduate behayioral gtience depart-
ments. Paid teachers would consistentlY work Nith the same'children for all,

' or nearly all., of the.monthe of training, while the volunteers would change
every four tp pix weeks;depending on the time scheduling ofthe particular

-collegrs frT1' which the'volpnteers were recruited..
. ,

PROCEDURE FOR CONTROLS:

Control groups on units-A and B began with /be safte nombof. sessions°
and length of time per.seasion As weal-given the training group. Controle were
given a chanceto do,similar manipulation of objects as the training group.

-All were exposed 'o the same-kind-of one-to-one interaction and to the hame

kind of vocalizations.. This was to permit comparigons of any post-training.;

-differences in Voptaliation between training and control groups. However,

in,the last months,of the project, hepatitis quarantined unit B ,and,for a-
shorterTeriod of timelisolated unit A. Thus Control group A ended up with

fewer sessions-and less time. (Ite RESULTS section for further details.)

Teachers rated contrOl subjects after each session,on the basis o.f.

attentionspan- This involved rating such behaviore as "keeps body qiiiet",

'"sits,at table", and "responds to social reinfofcement". Overall attention .

was rated in terms of the lentth of time the.child voluntarily stayed in the
session. This rting was in addition to the End-of-J.1 n Questionnaire;which

also rated attention.

' PROCEDURE POR TRAINING GROUP, i.e. EXPERIMENTALS:

This group was taught the symbol.sYstem of plastic shapeh where,each
shape represents a word. The,iim was to"teach the chiRN to associattashape
with a word and to learn to write strings of words comptising sentences.

0 '..
-Symbols were placed on a board,ifi lett to righ"t arAil following English

language usage. In effect, symbol placement in this scheme constituted
'writing".

I -.

,

. A-.
SCHEDULING: With,the exception of holidays and illne l.children

:

(training and control groups) were seen every day for 35 mi s-Fach th?4,dih-

out the course of the training project. For.most children consisted of'

6 months of training. For some, because of illness or.later transfer into
the program, it may have'411ten as-little as 4 months,

a

\-
A

th,
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MATERIALS: Materials tonsisted of'maknetizid plastic symbolAshapes,
megnatized'boards, pilstic,objects representing real foods, other real objects
such as clothes; toy cars, di:0es, and.balls, a; well as food reinforcers
various sorts, such as M&M'i, and cereals.

t

Board and shapes were magnettzed,' followingour previous piloestudy and
Premack'S work wiih Sarah. Howe(rer, It was diseovered that horizontal place-
ment of the board in most cases eliminated slidThg of shapes, and therefore

eliminated the need for magnetic strips..

J

THE SYMBOLS: There wefe 5,sets of 100 differeptly haped plaStic forme
These forms are the symbol-S. the la gUage where, as .note ove, each symbol

represents not letters, but coftlete words, and each symbol the equivalent

of a single word or concept. The syrdbols are color vodècl accoraing to parls
of speech so that red stands for nouns;oblue for verbs; gregp for adjectives;
yellow for otfier, parts of Apeech includIng pronouns, preposiiions, abverbs
.and conjunctionp; and gray for coltr names. The achromatic, neutral.gray was
deliberately chosen so as not to confuse the learning of different cdlor
names like red,'yplow and blue. The aim here was to facilitate learning, if
possible,.by adding an initial cue -- color -- to the learning process, and
leaving.it out, in effect, bY using gray,where it might be considered a source
of interference.

-. . ,

Symbol sizes vary from 1 inch square to 1 x 1/2 inches, to i x 2 inches.

Width isicqnsistently 1/4 inch. Wards were derived from several pources which
included: words prevfously used in the pilot study which were Successful
at the time, words the sta'ff felt would be helpful for the children; and words
which were culled from the dictionary foT sign languagefor the deaf

.-
(Bornstein, et al, 1975).

Symbols n the pilot study were nonrepresentational (with odo exceptions,
the symbols for boy and girl) to avoid confounding the effects of teaching
with recognition of previously known objects. lh the present training

project the aim was to fpcilitaie hny 'potential learnIng And therefore,
wherever' Oossible, symbols for-concrete nouns (such as banana, apple, cup)

were Olaped like the actual object. However, the color of the object would
not necessal.lily, be accurate., -For example, banena (a noun), was colored red.,

as were cracker and box (see.Appendix D for Symbol Dictionary). All nouns

were red; yet red banana, cracker, and chip are clearly not red in.real life.

T1(E,OBJECTS4 OhjeCls representing foods'were good plastic facsimiles

such as bananas, oranges, and apples. In addition a cracker was embedded in
clear resin so that it would clearly look like a cracker, but at the same

time be' inedible. These plasiic substitutes were necessary because these
children-, W,were mostly at an infantile level of development, Usually started .
toochew on the foods that were to be.used as teaching devices. The plastic

substitutes were therefore inexpensive and necessary, since they lasted
throughout the course of training.

.c

THE BOARD: Symbols were placed on a 12 x 16" framed board. Halfway

through training a smaller 6" x 10,hpard was substituted for the slower
lerrners because it was consider*alaWidistracting. The background color Was

neutral brown (large board) or iphy -b9ard): In'a few cases where gray

seemed to make it diffic1.0 to EArit!rat )iYmbol from board, a white-sheet of'

paper was used as the backgroUnd.



_
THE TEACHING PROCEDURE: The Shil4/aat et a table facing the board whose

.
wide end Wes F:arallel to the thild. 'Directly. past the board wefe two or three.

. _

real objects (like.tfie plastic substitutee'for'the real fooda:- Apples,
. bananas, or crackers), and food rewards (such as M&M'Er, cereals,..or whatever

,
. else was found reinforcing-to a particular Child).. The iymbols to be learned,
plus the one which remained cavalier, were placed to the left or the right
of the board, on the child's preferred and dominant side. The teacher started

'by tapping rhe appropriate syMbol on the object (forexample, apple-symbol
on real apple) and tben placed the symbol on the bpard Alipctly in front of .

0,
the object. Teacher thtn placed the ENelbol in,the stcldelles hand.and moved the
child's hand to make the sameseries of movements. The chAld, with teaCher's,

. .
guidance, tapped the object, and placed,the symbol ofi.the beard in front of'

0
the object. .Since this was a correct wive, he/She4es.Diven a reward. Initially \

'%this was always a food, in addition to verbal reinfotaffieht. Towards the end .

df training some of the children were happy.to accept verbal or qther soci,al ..

)

reinforcement.

'Tapping thee object was-considered an iMportant initial step in orfier to
cue the child to start Making the connectiori.between symbol and object. Once
the xhild made this initial 'connection and learned to know "what goes.with
what", he had learned the basic rules of.the. game. At that point tapping was
no longer,necessary and then wail phald out.

Althaugh tapping-was phased out, guided trials remained the: source of..
information for the child when,a new word was introduced or when a child had'.
to be rpfamiliarized with a previously learned *(and forgotten) symbol.

Correct responses were always rewarded as soon as the child made a response,
so that he could associate.the rewardwith the desired response rather than
with an irrelevant and/or incorrect one. No rewards were given for incorrect
responses.'

Although neither expressive nor rficeptive lenguage was necessary to learn
the symbol system, the teacher alwajw talked to the chilA, naming symbols and
sentences, except during the retention tests% and where dtherwise not allowed,

. 4 in those cases where one wanted o test learning level without offering
he.child any cues_besides those he, hjmself, was,eble to supply. .Speaking
to the child put the teaching protesb in.W natural everyday context. Ts avoid
gtving cues when they were not allowed, as.in the retentidn test, the teacher
gave directions in general terms such ae "doNwhat it says.here" - "show me
how this goes'.'1. or made appropriate.gestures.

The course of trainidg was based on variations of this technique. The

first lesson began by introducing some specific basic nouns and verbs.
Subsequent lessons were changed to some extent to, fit the needs and-the response
level of the fpsOkr learnefs who had moved on to the more advanced sessions.

. The program's first five learning sets ibiluded successively the symbols
for: foods (apple, banana, cracker), . names (cGild and teacher); foods

*
(candy, chip, cereal); objects (bowl, box, cup); and action verbs (give and
clean). The aim was to teach the ch,ild to produce simple sentences early in

..

the learning process.

41
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LEARNING GRIT RIA: The child had to4gOrrectly select each symbol on.his
own, nd without,guidance, 8 out of 10 trials in'succeseion before advancing to .

a new,symbol. As soon as he met the criterion fqx learning one word or one
,lesson, he then went on the next word Or lesson. Since tilite word% in:the first-

lesson Were used in laser lessens, the child Was later able to get additional
practicalwith earlier words: Between lessons interim r4ention tests were given
to make sure that he)hild learned the lesson, and had remeMbered it as well:

, If the child failed at Wome point in eh sequence.of learning; oir reiOntibn,'

previous steps were repeated until spccess, as achieved. 'There were timv*hen
the teacher had to improv,ise when a specific sequenee did not seem c.o wit with .

a particular child. This is spelled outiin further detail beldw. Z

The goal, was to permit the thild to communicate, and to do so spontaneously.
Hence if he wished to make up his own-aSntence, he Was, allowed to do so.
Furthermorer-there were certain se'ctions throughout learning where such

41 spontaneous sentende creation was deliberately encouraged. iSee Appendix C.).

c.b

PROBLEMS AND VARIATIONS DURING TRAINING:
°

the above outlines the general procedure, but variations had to be devised
for a variety of reasons: tke low functioning of gletmajority of the'children;
the distinctly faster'learning rate of three of them; the very real behaviorr
problems of some; and the lack of comprehension,and. flexibility on the part
Apf many of the -retarded% Consequently we had to change'some techniques fur
specific chIldren, and actually add other !types of assessments and.teiching
devices to spur the learning process.

(1) For example,'some of the children were totally unresponsive, either
by refusing toomanipulate the symbols at all, or by hunting.symbols and
objects at random, despite teacher's guides. These children were therefore
not considered ready for direct symbol training-and,were Placed .instead in a4
Pre-Symbol Training PrograM. The Pre-Symbol Training ProgramAtas tailored to
the isdividual child's needs, which included teaching gtasping behaviors, eye
contalt, sitting still at a table, learnitig to Imitate teacher's movements,
and:-in general., learning to pay attention to the task at hand. Once the

child Was able to follow placing behaviors, or Was able to carry out oth.er
simple tasks, he was then placed b',ack in the regular symbol training program
or in the Match-to-Sample program. (See Appendix B for Pre-Symbol Training .

Form.)
-

(2) Some of the children were unable to understand the demands Of the
task initially and yec did not need pres*mbol training,, because they seemed
sufficiently attentive and motivated.to warrant training directly-on the
symbol system. In thOse cases a Match-to-Sample technique was devised. .The
aim here was to determine whether the child could actually discriminate the
apple-symbol from the banana-symbol. In order.to test for, or to teach, this
discrimination, the three symbols for apple, banana, and cracker were placed
'at the.fpr end of the board,. Another apple-symbol was then plaeed close to ,
the subjept who was asked, or guide'd, to plhce this second apple-symbol on top

of the first apple-symbol. Order of §ymbols was randomized and the child waff

given a number of trials. The 'childfillad to be able to"place correctly, and
without guidance, the second apple-Ombol on the f.irst apple-symbol, to a

criterion of two out of three times. After success'at this type of matching,
the duplicAe apple-symbol was placellat the.far end of the board, while the
'three symbols for apple,- banana,..,andltracker were placed close'to the sOject.
Jn this case the subject had to choose the npple-symbol from among the 3 symbols

and hgain place it on top of (or close to the other apple-symbollif tgere:

waa almotor problem) the'other apple-symhol. This Was repeated for the 9r--

J.
I

1 6
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banana-symbol sod then for the.cracker-symbol- Ponce the subject vas Mile to
destonsxrate tiiis facility in Matching-to-Sample, the direbt teaching of the
symbol synemNould begin; i.e., learning to 'make,the.conneetion between'the

. ,

. .-
symbol and tifte real object. . '$,: ' , ,

° . .. .:
. o. ..- I(

.(3) Three children learned the.sYmi.ol system much Goiter than the rest ._._ .
. . ,

of the-gtodp: :Their'raTe of acquisitibn and skill in ustng -che system made it
..

nec-esdaryito cbnsider them sa special 'group (henceforat reilerred Ito as the' .1.

"fasF learners") .'. Due'to a m1up fn symbol production some of the syMbols
uled for early lessons were.not.avallable at the time,sthe fast learners

were ready.for them, and it was-necessary to substitute later lesson symbols for /

these children. Therefore the order of symbol learning for the first few t

lessons was 'not the same for the fast'Oefldren as for.the.rwaining 25 "Slow
learners".

Tht fast children also preferid differea kinds of reinforcements, although
,

. .

to some extedl they still enjoyed food rewards. ;Thus they'preferred to work for f

a small candy bar given out at the end of a seision rather tHan to work for
continuons small food reinforcers on every correct trial; or.they would work
for a series of stars drawn on a sheet of paper, which could ultimately ,be-

\
turned in for a small and cheap toy.

SPECIFIC PROCEDURES:

The detailed lessons below give,examples of the specific procedureS that
.were-follpwed to teach nouns and verbs.. The Procedures look relatively.'
straightforward and were followed in general. HOwever there.weiesome'changes_
between the beginning, Sliddlel'and end Of training for the slower'training

0 o group. In additionithe fast learners use.d a'somewhat differeot format,ItOrtly
because, as noted above, not all symbols:were available at the beginninglof
training, partly because they were able to side-step some of the.many sub-.:

e steps requited for the-slower group,:and.partly bedauge they had no trouble ,

,
learning verbs. (The specific'erder of learning may'be 'Aeellein Appendix E.)
Retention tests were also different'for fast and slov:learners.

. .4 .

Shifts in procedures included the addition.of teaching subjects to connect
onot only symbol to objett, but also object to symbol. Thin step; was inserted

, when it was found that some of the slow legrnets conld.not make this shift
.). .by themselves. - ..

..-4

.

-

. ,

.

.
. \

' fourth lesson.... This design meant that simple'sentences could be.constructed
W,

\
. The initial plan was to begin to teach the verbs give anlean by the

relatively early. The fast learners had'no tvouble with.this approach, .but
many of the.slow learners did. Consequently lessen 4 was usedto teach these
slow learners one more set, of nouns (ball, box and cuel) to tonsolidate, and
generalize, a variety of 'notinS. "Lesson 5 theh became the verb lesson fet the
slow-learners.. We started with the verbs clean and Aive, and used'tlie pame'

.t1technique that had been successfulWused in.the pilot- study.. Thit involved
teachin tne verbs in the framework'of:a sentence with Otiblect, verb; and'
o4ject. This worked well with the fast learners, but-was tog complex for the
Slow ones. When the clean and give learning pKoblem originally became evident

.in these slow subjects, we thought it was the clean/give pairing which created
the problem. Hence we went on to the next lesson set which was insert and itt.

Since this part4cular pairing also created conTusion, we then wenCITta to the
give/clean pair and decided to simplify the procedure considerably. Analysis
erthe verb lesson suggested that'here the child was presented with.an'
essentially new series of tasks presented slmultaneously: (1) he had to learn

." ve'rbs 4hich were less concrete than the visible, touchable, real object,

1- 1
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nounH.-42) he was suddenly, facedwitha sentence cpntaining a.string of words,
whereas before he hat-mtkreltrO-Xeltilitilid-trtl'ifoiie-1T.citd:CanialiejuentIT,-Theteaching

,---__ 7

procedure was greatly simplified, and Che lesson was presented In graduated
stages going from simple one-word verb prd'sentations to combinations of two, .i.

thtee, and four yords. In effect then, the details of lesson 5 presented below,
apply to the slowtleatners, while the fast learners`viere presentedyith the
V4-word.sentence.without_ the requirement of intervening one-, two- and three-

i4.
iword gteps. ,

.

DETAILED PROCEDURES ON LESSONSt
1." 0.

LESSON 1: In the first lesson child learned;three food names: apOe, banana,

and cracker. As noted hefote, the."real" apple and hanans were good
r4resentations and the real cracker was embedded in clear resin,

so that they would not be eaten during the training sessions.

Themrea1 objects (banana, apple, and cracker) were placed behind the

board in the left, middle, and right positions, respectively.

r symbols --- apple, banana, cracker, and an unknown noun ---

were pla d'to one side of the board. As noted above, pinceffient was to the.

left .1f.c fld was left-handed, and to the.right if child was right-handed.

."
so

A.4 Learning to choose i,he syMbols apple, lianana,and.cracker. Since

the learntng criterion was 8 correc/ responses out of ten consecutive
trials,some-subjects became bored with so mAny repetitiOns. n
that case the teacher repeaCed only part of the.trials' On each symbol
tt 'that time, and retucned to flnishthat_symbal later.

1. 'Teilther-selestea the apple-symbol from the four.symbols next to

the board and tapped the.apple with the symbol.' The symbol was
then placed on the board directly in front of the real.apple. JThi p

represented tho demonstration trial.

2. A guided trial followed: the teacher then:. gave the child the

apple-symbol; moved his hand to the apple; guided him to tap the
apple three times, and then to place the symbol on the board in

front of the real apple., Child wAs then rewarded with a food -
mreward. Note: All guided trials, because they were by,definition .

correcr, were always rewarded.

3. ,Steps 1/1 and #2 weri repeated for 10 trials. Whenevet the child

0 made the.-yroper motions before the 10 trialErwere Up, he was. .

allowed to do so:

. t

4. Teacher next put the apple-symbol back with the other three symbols
by the side of the boafd. He pointed to the real appleand to the

.,

symbols, and prompted the child (14 means of gestures and speech)
to place the correctpymbol in front of the.applg. Child was

reviarded if and only if 'he did this correctly. During this step the

tapping of the symbol on the rea object was gradually faded Out.

1/11

, ,

,-anewas not used ineubsequent ssons, ,
:

4 I

5 Whenever.child could not coriectly aelect the' aPple-symbol and
correctly place it in front of the real.apple,.steps'#1 and #2

were repeated,
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6. Step 114 was repeated for a total of 10 trials and tHe child had
to carry out ty task correctly on 8 or more of these trials to
meet the crfterion of learning for apple. Here the Coadher could
give no hints nor cues. Whenever cbild did.not meet thiltiterion
in the'first 10.trials, more tri.a1s4were Oven upfil criterion-
was met, 1.e.; any 10 consecutive trials'which did not contain
guide.or demonstrat[On.trials.

.

.... .

, i ', ..k- .,
.

7. Steps 176 were repeated, substituting the bananii and the banana-
symbol for the-apple and the apple-Slytbel.

8. Steps 1-6 mere rep ated, substituting the cracker and the cracker=
symbol for the app e and the apple-symbol.

B. Lesson Retention Testr'Each step of the Lesson Retention Test was
repeated only once, whether child wis'correct or not. .Lessoli #1 was
considered gassed if four or more of the six test items were correct.
In that case he went on the%next lesson. If however he was right for
less than four out.of six itemsithen he'llad to go through a Shift-
Learning Procedure as in Lesson #1, C, below.

1. lTeacher changed the objects'pesitions so that the apple was on
the left, the cracker in the middle, and the banana on the right.

2 eacher shook the 4 symbols in his/her hands and dropped them to
the-gide of child's dominant hand. This randomly changed the
positions of the symbols, and prevented the child from resp9n4ing
to position.cues.rather than to the'symbols themselves. Symbols,

were alwaysrandomized in this manner,whenever child was choosing
symbols.

3. Teacher pointed 'to the bananl, and gestured child co fik the
banana-symbol and place it in front of-the banana. If child did
this correctly he Was given a rewalid. Teacher then put the,symbol -

back with the dther symbols. .

i .

.

4. Sate as step .3, but substituting cracker for banana. ler

"ft

5.Sameasstep3,butsubstitutingappldforbanapa.

6. Teacher again chanAld'food placement, with the cracker gn the left, .

the banana in the middle, and the applevon ttie'fight.

Mr
. .

7. Teacher pointed to the cracker-symbol and -gestured%child toput
: ,it on the'board in front of the real cracker. If child did this

; correctly, he wa's rewarded. -

8. Sam6''as step 7, substituting apple for cracker.

9. Same as step 7,-substituting banana for crackgr. .
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C. Shift learning: -,This as giiren to.children, who could.not pa'ss the

Lesson Retention .Test. itp OurpOse-was to eliminate the tendency

to repeat tIT last r(oireit response, which frequently'happ4ned with

many of the children. The sdlution was to give fewer consecuttve
trials of each type.. The order of the olilects berand the board'again
Oas app/e, cracker, banana.

.

1. Teacher pointetto banant. Child had to chooserthe bananasymbol
and place it on the boatb in front of the banana.on at least tido'
out of three consecutive trials. .

*Same as step 1, but crack- substituted for banana.

8. Same fs Step 1,Ibue apple was substituted for banana.

4. Steps 1-3 were repeated using a criterion of one correct response
rhather ihan two out of three.

D. Further Lesson Retention-Test for Part C. Another retention test'was
then given after C above, in the same manner as part B. I the child

passed, i.e., four or more correct responses, he then graduated to

rhe next lesson. If he did not pass, he was then givemparts A F.-'
'Y

E. 'Learning to rhoose objects.. Here child was tamght to;choose'the toirect

object when given the.symbol. The criterion-of'succesa vas foui-
correct,responses out of 54ve trials. Since th0-i1iild chose among

different objects, the order'of the objects-was alwayschanged. after
each trial, in the same way as the positions of the symbol's were
.randomizea when the child was choosing symbols.

.

1. Teacher placed the apple-symbol on the board and guided
pick.up the real apple andet it on the board next to the apple-
symBol.- Child was then-rewarded.

2. Teacher again placed the appIJ-symbol On the board, and then
prompted-child,. with'words and gestures, to put the apple on the

board next to it. Whenever Child could not do this correctly, step
10 4 'Oft

l'is repeated.
-

,3. Step 2 was repeated for a total of 5 trtals. Child had to carry

out the task Correctly_on at least 4 of these trials and all

correct responses were rewarded.

4. 'Seps 1-3 4ere repeated using the b4nana-symbol.

6 .

e,

5. .5tOps 1-3 were repeated using the cracker-symbol, 10

16

F. Lesson Retention Test for Part E. In 011 retention test, child.had,to

choose the symbol on the firsr three trials and the Object .oa the last..

three trials. Each step was repeated only once, regardless whether child

was correct or not. If child got four or xiore of the items correct, he

then graduated to tlie next lesson. If child got fewer than four items

correct, he-then was given Part G. .

A
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1. The order of the objects was, from left,
banana Teacher pointed to the banana,
a symbol and place ieon.the board. 'If

symbol, child was rewarded..

3

to right., apple, cracker,
and'prompted child to-choose
child chose the banana-

2. Step 1 was iepeated but using the cracker-symbol.

3: - Step was repeated but udiv the Aple-symtipl.
1

4. Teachj then changed the positions of the objeAts, placed the cracker,.
(symbol. n the board, and gestured to child to choose an object and
place it on the board. If child correctly chose the cracker he was
rewarded.

Pi

_

. 5. Step 4 was repeated. but, using the apple-symbol.

6. Step 4 was repeated but using the banana-symbol. .0
, ,

Stlift Learning if failure in V: Here 01.18 was gtven practice both in
choosing symbols and in choos.fng objects. The,aim was to have child shift
among tpe symbols.and objects in order to eliminate r reduce the :child's.,

tendency to perseverate.

1. Teacher placed the objects behind the tray.in the order of: banana,

apple, cracker. Teacher then pointed.to the apple, and prompted child
to choose a symbol. This step was repeaSed until child gave a correct
response on at least two out of three conseCutive trials (al cOrrect

,responses were rewarded). .Again all symbol positfons were ehanged
after each trial.

2. 'Step I was tepeated but substituting.the banana-symbol.

. 3. Step I was repeated but substituting the cracker-§ymbol.

4. Steps 1,-3 were repeated using a criterion of success of one correct
trial rather than 2 out of 3.

r tKen changed the positions of the objects behind the toard,5. TeAch
.placejU the applArsymbOl on theAoard, andigestured to child to choose
an ollject. As usual, eorre choices were rewarded. This step was

repeated until child achieved two correci responses out'of thre trials.

6. Step 5 was repeated substituting the banana-symbol.
.

. . .

.7. 'Step 5 was repeated substitAng thr cracker-symbol.

-8. Steps .5-8 were repeated using a.criteridn of success of one correct
trial rather than 2 ouf of 3.

.0 As
21
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H.- Lesson Retention'test foy Part G: Part F Retention Test was repeated
here. If child passed(4 or more correct),,he graduated to the next .

lesson. -If he.did not'pass, part G waa repeated. Parts G and F were
repeated here.until child passed this.retention test"and could then go on
to the next lesson.

LESSON 2: In-lesson 2 the child learned the words for child and teacher.
The Tormat of this 'lesson was the same as that of Lesson 1. The symbols needed .

for this lesson were teachec, child, 'add one unfamiliar noun. No,objects were
required nor used.'

.

A. Learning to choose-the symbols Child'and teacher. The critr10 for learning
was again 8 out of 10 correct. Agaih where the child became bo ed doing
.10 repetitions of one step the teacher would alternate betweft the
symbols OntuiPthe criterion for each symbol was met.

4 .
. 4.q. . .' .

, 1. leacher selected the teacher-symbol from the three symbols next to
the board and tappedhim/herself with'the.siMbol. Teacher then placed
the symbol on the booed... .-.

,
4 111w,

.

2. Teacher gave Child the teacher-symbol, and ggided child to tap the
teacner and place the symbol on the board. dhild was then rewarded.

,

3. "Steps 1 and 2. were repeated for a total of- 11 trials,- or until the.
Child began making the correct motions alone.

4. The teacher-symbol was put back with-theteher.two iqinbols on the side
of the board: Teacher pointed to self and', by..gestures and speech, '

prompted child to'choos& the teacher-symbol and place it.on the board..
. 'Child was rewarded lf aTd only if child Aid this correctly.

' .5. Wheneverechild cou .not select the teachei-symbol correctly dnd place
ir on the'board, eps 1 and ;were repeated. Otherwise, step 4 was _-
repeated-until child made 8 correct responses odt of 10 trials, with
no.hints or dies from teacher.-

6. Steps 1-5 were repeabed, substituting the child-symbol fOr the
teacher-symbol.

NOTE: Because it was initially successful in the pilot project, the tech-
nique for learning teacher and chilli symbol was originally to have these
symbols Arcound the neck of the appropriate person. However, we found
after some trials, Chat tapping the person was easier and made for a
faster"Ossociation between symbol and person.

.

B. Lesson Retention Test. Child had to respond only onceito,oeach test item.
If chtld passed he graduated.to next lesson. Criterion for passing
retention was.6 or more correct responiea out of 10 'trials. If,child -

failed to meet this criterion,.he then baerto go to art C, %elow, Shift
Lei.urning.

6

2
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s
Teacher randomized'the position of t4 syAols.,

1 2. Teacher pointed to.self and gestured to child to choose a symbol.
% i

. . Chiljd was rewarded if the chcilice was correct.
. ., 1

.

. AO

3.. Teacher' pointed to child and gestured to child to choose a symbol.
If child was correct,-he<was rewarded. .

..,

4. Same as step 2 (teacher).

5. Same as step 2 (teachert

6. Same as step 3. (child).

71i Same Ats step 3 %child).

8, Same as step 3 (child). ,

- 4
9. .Same as step 2 (teacher).

.

C. Shift Learning (given if lailpre on B above); Here child had to choose
_

, 4
the correct symbol. . .

.

1. Teacher pointed to self anaTiild h-a)1 to choose he teacher-sy.mbol
. ,

and place it'on-the board. Child had to respond correctly for two
out of three trials.

le
,
4

,

2. Teacher pointed 6 child and child had to choose the chl4d7symbol
and place it on the board. Again child had to meet the 2 out of 3
crixerion.

e

3. Steps 1 and. 2 were.repeated using a criterion of I correct rather,.

. than 2 out of 3. , .

D. Lesson Retention Test given after Part C: Same te as in Part-B was

given here. If cifild passed,.he graduated to the lesson, #3. If

he did not, he then was given.Part B. .

E. Learning to choose the correct person when given the Symbol (given if
failure on D, abbve).

1. :reacher placed teacher-symbol on board and then guioted child t tap.

or point to 'Teachee., 'This,waS\repeated until child 6egan to leake

the correct motions without teacher's guidance.

2. Teachei placed teacher-symbol on the board and prompted child to tap
or point to Teacher. If child did this correctly, he was rewarded.' -
If he failed, step #1.was repeated.

1

3. gtep #2 was repeated until child ffet the criterion of fot& correct
'responses out of five consecutive trials.

1.4

e.

,
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A. Steps,I-3 were repeated, substituting the child-symbol for the
teacher..-symbol.

16

,

F... Lessod Retention Test given after ?art4E: In this rbtention test child
had to choose the'symbol on half of the,trials and choose the person

. .

correspondiu ta the symbol on the other half. As usual, each trial
was given only once, regardless of whether child was correct or not.
A passing score was 6 or more correct' respoles out'of 10 trials. If
the child passed he went on'to the next lessin. If not he was given further
practice in Part C.

. .

1. After raVomizing the poiitions of the symbols, Teacher pointed-to

6..
self and gestur c d techild to choose a symbol, If child.chose the ,
teacher-symbol h was rewarded.

.;

S.

2. Teacher pointed to child and gestured to child to choose a symbol.
If child chose correctly he was rewarded.

3. Same as step 2 (child).

4. Same as step f (teacher).

A
5.. Teacher put c

e
Vld-symbol op board and to tap or point

to*someone. If child pointed to himself, he s rewarded.

6. Tetcher put t1 e#cher-symbol on board and.prompted child to tap or point
to someone. Again if child Poicted correctly, he was rewarded.

7. Same as step 6 (teacher).

8. Same as.step 5 (child).

It

,

C. Shift learning (if failure in Part F). In this eectibn child was.given
- y.racticetboth on choosing the-symbol when toldeithe persoW,ana in choosidg-

the person when shown the symbol. Here child had to learn to shift between.
the different symbols. The criterion of success was reduced first to two .,

0 oüe-of three correct, and'then to one correct:,

r. 'Teacher pointed taselt-and prompted child to choose a symbol.
(The positions of the sftbols were randomly changed after each trial.)
This was repeated until child made two correct responses oui' of three....
trials, With no guidance from the teacher.

2. Teacher pointed to child. Child.had to select the child-symbol and
place it on the board. This 'Step was reRiated to a criEerion of two
out of three correct responses.

3. Steps 1 and 2 WeVe repeated to a criterion of 1 correct'response.,

,

- 4. Te-acher put teacher-symbol on the board, and estured to child to point
to Che correCt pei;bn. Thls'was.repeaced until child made two correct

: responses out of three trials.

)
at 4- rj

0



5. Teacher put cehild-sirmboI on the board. Child had to point to.himia
herself, to a criterion of two omt of three correct responses.. '

6. StePs 4 and 5 were repeated using a CrIterion of I correct response
rather than 2 Out of

,..

A
H. tesson Retention Test (givenafter Part G). Retention test,ontlined in

art F was repeated. If child pkssed, he went on to next lesson. If he
did not pass he had to repeat Part G.

LESSON 3: The names fer three foods, candy, chip, and cereal, were taught
.in this lesson. .The. procedures for teaching-these words were identical to those'
used in the first.lesson except of course that tapping was no longer used.

The,real- objects, plastic bags containing candi, potato chipsland cereal,
were placed behind_tbe boatd. Four symbols Were used: the names for the
three foods, plus one unfamiliar noun.

LESSON 4: The,words learned in this lesson were ball box and cup. The
procedures were the same as those in lessong 41 and 3.

LESSPN 5:* Here child began to learn the first verbs, give and Clean, and-
began.to read and produce-sentences. In the%first section Of tfreiesson the-
verbs wire uged as one-word commands,, and child learned to respond with the
actions of giving or cleaning 'an object. In the second section two-word
sentences (verb plus object) were,used, and in the third section child
learned to work with complete sentences, including subject and indirect object.

The symbols needeefor this lepon were: child, teacher,,ball, box, .

cup, clean,,give, and one-unfamiliar vett). The objects needed weref a ball,
.a box, and a cup, plus a small cloth used for cleaning the objects.

. A. Learning one-wordtOmmands. The orjects and the cloth were placed behind
the tray. The three objects were used at Pandom in the sentences wherever
the instructions called for "an object." Teacher,never used a particular
verb-object pair in preference to any others (e.g., clean and Cup) Since
.this would have given child an extraneou's clue ab'but the correct action
tomfollow.

1. Teacher placed the clean-symbol on the board with one of the objects .

to its right. Teacher then guided child through.the motions of
cleaning the object, and rewarded child for ping so. Teacher Con-
tinued to guide child through the cleaningiroEions until child began
to do them on his/her own.

2. Teacher placed the'clean-symbol on-the-board with one of the objecti
to its right. Child had.to clean that object with the clothAn OrN

1

to get a reward. This was repeated untihchild responded Correctly
on four out of five consecutive trials (with no hints from Teacher).

I

* This was the revised version fOr the slog7learning.group.. Fast learnrs
succeeded with the original vetsion which. had fewer Substeps. (See

Appendix C.), .
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3. .Teacher pla.ced the.give-symbol on the.board with one of the obgjects

on its right, and guided child through the motions of giving that 10..

object to Teacher. Child was guided4or as many trials as neceseary.
for him to do.the 'motions alone.

4. Teacher placed the give-symbol and an object on the board. Child

had to give that objeceto teacher on four trials out of five.

5. Same as step 2 (for a total of 8 out of 10 correct on the command

clean).

.,

6. Same as'step 4 (for a total of8 out of 10,correct on the command.
give).

. . . .. .

.B. Lesson Retention Test. . The cloth was available to chilcUthrougi;Out the.
/ .

test. Teacher always had to be aware not to 'give any hints to-child

either by .speech or by gesture. Each test item was given orily once .

regardless of whether'thild's response was coriect or not. nt-Correct
responses were rewarded. A passing scorewas six or more.correct respon ses.

,
"If child passed, he went on to Part I .(Two-wol-d sentences). Ifichild di'd

.

.

not pass, he went.on to Part C (Shift-Learning in following wriiten t

commfinds).

r r. TeagperiOut the clean-symbol and an object on the board. Child had-
.

to clean the object.
...--

2: Same as step 1 (using a different objett).

3. .Teachdr placed the give-symbol,and an object on the board.. Child,

'

4.

had to give the

Same as step 1:

the board).

object to teacher.

(combined cleap-symbol with a different object on
,

5. Same as step 3: (give-symbol and different object .

6. Same as-step 3: (give-symbol and diltferent object)....

, 7; Same as step 1: (Clean symbol and different allect)..
1

8. Same as step.3: tgive-symboland different object);

1.

C. ShiftrLearning on.following written commands (given if nild failed

Part y).
I

.1.. Teacher put cleanrsymbol and tin object (ball, box, or cup) on the

board. Child had tg clean the object. Teacher guidea child whenever

necessary, bdt the criterion (2 torreát trials out of thre%) had to

be met.with no intervening guidedtrials.
-440
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2. Teacher put the give-symbol and n object on the board. .Child had
to give the object tq teacher. The criterion of success'again was
-2 correct trials Out of 3:

3. Same as step 1.

4. Same as step 2.

5. Steps 1-4 re rePeated but criterion was reduced to one correct
0,6response.

D. Lesson RetentiOn Test following Part C: Lessdkletenti.on Test from Part
B was repeated here. If child passed '.(6 or more correct) he went-on lom
two-word sentences (Part I). Ifechild did not pass, he had to go on to
Part E '(Learming to choose the symboi corresponding to an action).

E. tearriing to choose the symbollorrsponding to,an action. Three symSols,
clean,"and an unfamiliar, verb, were availablp for child to choose.

..1111114

1. Teacher placed in object on the board, and told or gestured to child
to clean the objeet: Oter child-has done sodacher put the-three,
symbols next to the board and asked child to choose a symbol. If.

child chose the cleanicymbol he was tewarded. Sometimes it was
necessary to guide-the child in'choosing the symbol at first. The
criterion of success was fodr correct choiees out of five trials (with
no hints ar guides by teacher).

2. Same as step 1, but substituting the give-symbol%

1. 'Same as step 1.

I. Same as step- 1, again substituting the Ove-symbol.

1

Lesson Retention Test following Part E: Lesson Retention Test from Part
B was repeated here. If child passed he went on to the next lesson.
If chilzlialled,.. he w imen_Shift__Learning,_Par.t_G.

G. Shift Learning_ (if

mritten cothmands.
lure on Part F)': Choosing the'symbol and" foilow.

. . .

.

1. :Teacher plated an pbjeet (b444.4 box or ,cup) on the board And told or
prompted child.to clean At. 'Teacher then aiked child to choose et404
slimbOl corresponding to that actipn. The choices were clean, give .-'

and one.unfamiliar verb. The criterion of success was two correct
xes'ponses out of three. sr

. Same as step 1, but substituting the give-symbol.

3. Same as step 1.

,
4.- Samè as.step t, 1Y6( subst4Uting the. give-symbol.

ei ,eTr .4 '10 :
'
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5. Steps 1-4 were repeated with a criterion Of one correct response.
0,

6. '.Teacherplaced.:the clean-symboland an object on the board- Child
had to clean the object Correctly on'two trials out of three.

7. Same as step 6, substftuting the give-symbol.

8:. Sate as step 6.

9. Same aw,step 6, substituting the pve-symbol.

10. 'Steps 6-9 were Tepeated with a criterion of one correct response.

. Lesson Retention Test after Part G.
was repeated. If child passed (

If he did not, hb was given'Part

sson Retention Test.from Part B
correct) he went on.to Part I.

H again:

I. :Two-word sentences. The real ball, pox, and cup were placed be nd the
board, along with a small cloth for cleanlng the objects.

1: Teacher placed the symbols clean cup on the board. Child had to
choose the correct object (cup), and clean it. TeaCher guided child
either manually or verbally, for,a few trials, if.this wavnecessary.
After child began to do the correct motions alone, this step was
repeated until chp,(1, made two correct responses out of three trials.

2. Sameas step 1,.sUbstituting the symbols clAn ball for clean cup,:

3: Samil as step 1, sul;stituting the symbols give ball for clean cup.
op

4. Same a§ step 1, substituting the symbols give cup for c1v5.c.up.
'

.

5. Same as step 1,.substituting the symbols give box for clean cup.

6. Same as step 1, substituting the symbols cleab box for clean cup.

7. -gteps 1-6 Were repeated to a criterion of one correct rather than
two our of three'. .

J. Lesson Retention Test. Each item was giyen only once. Teacher-was not
allowed to laberthe symbols or.give any hints.to child.' Passing seore
was four or mbre correct. jIf child passed, he could then go on to part K,
complete sentenCes. If he failed, he had tO Appeat Part I.

i

1. Teacher placed tile symbols give ball on the'board. Child had to

give the real ball to Teacher. a

:2. Same as,step I, substituting'clean box for give ball.

3: Same as smp 1, substituting clean ball for give ball.

I.

4.
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4. Sallie as step 1, substit ting give. cup for ball.

5., Same as, step t, substit ting clean cup, for give ball.

6. Same asdritep 1, substituting give box for g'ive ball..

K. Complete Stntenees: In this secion ch learned the function of
7

.
teacher and child in the dentence as.sub ects and Indirect objects. The
same verbs and nouns were used as in the previous sections. The ball,
box, and cup objects were placed behind the board and a cloth for cleaning

4
was available throughout. -In addition, an extra child-symbol was available.

1. Teacher placed the.s ols child clean child on the board: Teacher'
then guided child to clean him/herself with the cloth (rubbing the
cloth on face or hands). Teacher continued to guidp child on each
trial,.until child began to' make the proper motigns alone. Then the
step was repeated until child made four correct r4ponses out of five
trials with no hinting or guiding by teacher.

orfb

,2. Same as step 1, substituting the symbols child clean teacher for
child clean child.

....

«3. Teacher'placedithe symbols child give box t&icher on the board and
prompted childoto do what the,pentence said. Guiding was sometimes-.

necessary at first. This steV was repeated until child made.one
correct response alone.

'..

4. Teacher placed 6he symbols teacher give beix child on the.board and
waited for 5 seconds. If thild tried to givTA; bolc to.teacher.,'
teacher said "no" and corrected child by taking the box and handing

. It to child. This was repeated until child learned to wait (for
five seconds) until teacher carded out the action by giving the box

.0. to child. Wait ng 5 secbads was a correct response and was rewarded.
'

4...After one correc. response teacher went on to the next step.
4

5. Teacher now shifted between steps 3 and 4, not alternating, but
keeping the number of the two types of trials apilroximately equal.

\ Teacher waited 5 seconds after writing either sentence (child give box-teacher or teacher give box child). For step 3 a .correct response was
to give the box to teacher, an incorrect response was to wait 5 seconds.
For step 4 the reverse was true. Correct responses were rewarded.
Teacher continued,to shiftabetween steps 3 and 4 until child made 4
correct responses out of 5 trials. These 5 trials contained both types

. of sentences, so that child would not meet criterion.by responding
.

, in the same way (eithek waiting or not,waiting) on every trial.

6. Steps 3-5 were repeated using the sentences child gixe rup teacher
and teacher give pup child.

V

.7
`.a
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L. Lesson Retention Te'st -after Part K: Eath stdp was don'i only once. .

Teacher usPd the 5 second criterion where appropriate. A passing score
. was 4 Or more 'correct responses. If child passed, he would go-on the

Part M. rIf chilVailed e had to repeat K apd t. 4

I. Teacher pls oWthe symbols child'eve ball teacher on the board and
waited 5 seconds. If child.gave the ball to teacher within this
,period. of time, the response was correct; otherwise6it was not.

e 7

acher placedAthe symbols'teacher give box child on the boareand
waited 5 secOnlas. In this case the correct resgonie was for child to
wait .for teachel. to givo the box.

1

3. Teacher plaTed the symbols child clean teacher on the.board and waited
5 seconds. Th correct resppnse was for child to pick up the cloth
and'"cleln" teacher. 1

4. Same as step 3, using the sentence teacher clean child. Child had to
refrain from responding for 5 seconds.

5. Same as step 2, substituting teacher give cup child.foT teachAc give

bp2s. child. 4

6. Teacher placed the symbols childclean child on the board; Child had
'to use.the elotjl to clean him/herself in 5 seconds.

.0

M. STputaneity_"Test": The purpose here was to determine whether .04 n t the
child could spontaneously write meaningful sentences njth the words
learned so far. If was not really a'utest",since there was no way for
child to fall. Teacher went on tol. the nefp-lesson regardless whether child
wrote sentences at this point or not. However this part was a measure of
child's progress'in learning to use th.e.nbrivocal language.

1. eacher demonstrated how to wT-ite a sentence. . For example, he plgeed
the syrTibols Teacher clean cup on the board and thgn carried out that

_

action.
* ,

2. Teacher then took the sentence away,,hnd placed all t,he s)imbols used
.in this lesson next to the board. He then gestured to child to write
a sentence. If child wrote nothing, he received a score of "0". .

If child did-write, the score wa; "I". If child's sentence was an
'imitation of the teacher this was labeled "1".' If he created a new
sentence, it,was labeled "H".

NOTE: FAht learners.had no diXticuaty learning verbs within the
sentence structure: subject, verb, object. Hence they began. with
3 and 4 word sedtences at the lesson introducing verbs. (See Appendix
C,Mannal, Part TT.)

LESSON 6: Verbs: eat and insert. Followed by bESSON 7: nouns; bowl,
spoon, fork. Subsequent lesson% included sa.me,-, different, question mark,

* Ifo9d1 colors, nnmbers and pronouns. For further_ detail see Appendiees
C and E.
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FURTHER TECHNIQUES TO FACIt/TATE VERB LEARNING WITH SLOW LEARNERS

There were 13 children who remaineil at the two-word sentence stage,invoI.ving
thelyerbs give and clean in.conjunction.wIth a nounoafter many session
Seven of these children were then exposed to procedural variations in 4rder
to facilitate learning, comprehensioniand retention. ;If facilatation here
to occur,the attainment level of the sevien could then be compared writ the
attainment 1eVe1 6f the six not given additional variations.. One wai
presented with a third verb sleep; one with a third verb insert; one' s

given 3 more nouns (bowl, spoon., fork); one was shown Pictures of chilljdren

giving and cleaning; three were presented with'enhanced'syMbols of i e, and

clean, in which the symbols were made more discriminable by having re or.

yellow 1/4" dots placed on their top surfaces

PROCEDURES AFTER END.OF TRAIN4G:

(1) RETENTION MEASURES: Ong week aiter the end of training all sul4ts
were given tests of retention:

The Post-Training Retention Test was composed of two separate sub-tests;
Test I for those subjects who did not progress beyond.Lesson #5,'.and Tept II
for those who progfessed to later lessons (See Appendix F).

S. 4

Retention Test I: Each symbol previously learned was.tested 10 times: five
time's using Tethnique I in which the child was shown the object .and asked
.$o pirk the corr6gppnding symbol and five times Uith Technique TI, where the
teacher placed the 'symbol on the board and the,c41ld had to pick the corres-
ponding object. In addition to the symbols already encoOntewd--in training,
five new symbols (stton, fork, bowl, boy, girl) were used to assess doe effect
of representational shapes. In addition, two-word sentences and compounds
were included at the end,of the test to assess the child's comprehension of
word combinations. Only words 4(nown to the child were tested for recall.

Retention Test II: This test was composed to two parts. In par,t I all'

nouns were tested in the same fashion as in Test I above except that nouns
were tested in sets of six. .In Part II, retention was assessed for all other
words previously learned. Ole test item was devoted to each symbol or concept.
Items were usually in the form of sentences, and utiliked only those nouns
passed in Part T. In addition to items designed to test retention of old
material, a few new items were also included to assess ability to generalize
what had been learned.

(2) RATINGS OF TEACHER/CHILD ATTACHMENT: After retention tests were given,

attachment Atings were made. Teachers who had been consistently
with a child for most of training, rated how Attached they felt to a
particular child and how much.attachment the child appeared to have for
his teacher. Ratings were made on a 5-point scale.

(3) POST TESTING: As detailed above, these-tests were given to all subjects
011om training and control groups, with the exception of those who had
left the program.
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RESULTS:

D'ITERALL RESULTS

c
.:24

Alkwho remained in thettraining program*Jearned something. There were
large differences in amount learned, ranging from one,word to 60, and varying

m single words to nine . word sentences. It was.evident withfn the first
few weeks of trai ng that there 'were large Wividual differencessin rate of .
learning which re largely, but not always, tied to whether the child's mental
age was above r below 2 years:, Although other.dichotomieS are possible, the
clearest division.foralfast and slo* learners appeared between the 3 fast subjects

- and the remaining.25.**

There were large individual differences within the slower group. On the
average their MA, speech-And attention levels were.consistently lower than most
1-)f the faster group: For the.latter, mean MA was 6.2; mean 'expressive speech
was 3.7 and mean receptive speech 3.0, and attention level 71r. For the slower
group, Mean MA was 1.9, mean exPressive speech 1.5, Mean Titeceptive speech 2.2,
and mean attention level 59.8%. [Sew Table l(b).]

i
Fast subjects learned a mean of 50 words -Varying from 44 to 60 a6d t ey

consistently used longer sentences. Slow subjects learned a mean of,l0 wo as
ranging from 1 to 16 words and abotiralf used 2 to 3 word sentenced. Beca se

of these differences, wflich will beco even more apparent below, the resu
of these two groups are separately an4 zed and reported.

I. AOALYIS OF-SLOW-UARNING GROUP

A. LEARNING:

Slow learners attained a mean number of 3.7 lessons, and, as noted above,
learned,a mean number of 10 words ranging between one to 16 words, But, those

who learned ehe most did not necessarily have the_highest mental ages,'nor speech
levels. ("Highest" is relative since, as was mentioned in PROCEDURE, this
larg ly meant speeth at abopt a normal 5 year old's level, with however less
clariv of enunciation.) Four subjects (2 in the training,and 2 in the control
group) ith the highest speech levels, had MA's ranging from 1.8 to 2.4,.:5Apars.
The twoi raining group subjects with MA'e of 2.4 and 1.0, learned 5 and:. 3 words
respectively. Indeed the child with an MA of only one year learned to wr te

' two-word s6ntences!

Number of cOncepts a child understood (receptively) prior to training
(as determined by the Concepts Test), was directly related to MA, speech level,
and number of lessons the child reached (see Table .2). Those with High-Concept
knowledge had a significantly higher mean MA pf 5.8 than Low- and No-Concept
groups who had mean MA's of 2.2 and 2.0, respectively. Receptive and expressive

language, as well as number of lessons reached, also decreased with decreasing
coneePt. knowledge; 1 (For more spedific detail eee Table 2.)

* Further detail on dropped subjects: see RESULTS IV below.

** In their.book on nonvocal training, Deich & Hodges (1977) and(at a Nonvocal
IntervenCion Conference, 1977) Hodges & Deich, briefly diecussed preliminary
fi ndings of this study and used a different dichotomy there. Final results
show c16arly that the present dichotomy is more appropriate, since two subjects
were previously incorrectly reporeed as tested on the Leiter, -when in faet
their MA scores were based on the PPVT.
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RESULTS:

OVERALL RESULTS
e

ce,,-

All who remained in the trainingprogram* learned something... There Were
large differences in amount learned, ranging from oneeord to 60, and varying
from single words to.nine word sentences.' It was evidenewithin the first.'
few weeks of training that there were large iridividual differences in rate of
learning whtch were largely, but not always, rled to whether the chAld's mental
see was above orbelow 2 years. Although other dichotomies are poasible, the
clearett division for fast and slow learners appeared betweelythe 3 fast aubjects
and the remaining 25.W*

,

. i .

,

There were large individual differences within the slower group. On the
average their MA, speech.and attention levels were consistently lower than most
of the faster grouPHD For the latter, mean MA was 6.2, mean expressive speech,
wad 3.7 and mean redeptive speech 3.0, lind attention level 77%. For.the slower
groin), mean MA was..41..9, mean expressive speech 1.5, wean receptive spbech 2.2,

41

and mean attehtidil leVel 59.8%. [See Table 1(b).]
,

Fast subjects learned a mean of 50 words varying from 44 to 60 and they
consistently used longer sentences. Slow subjects learned a mean of 10 words .
ranging from 1 to 16 words and about half sed 2' 6a 3.word'sentences: Because

fl
of these differences, which will become e en more.apparent below, the results
of these two groups are separately analyz d and reported:.

. I. ANALYSIS OF SLOW-LEARNING GROUP

A.

Slow learners attained a mean numbes of 3.7 lessons, and, as noted above,
learned a mean number of 10 words ranging between one to 16 words. But, those
who learned the-most did not necessarily have the highest mental ages, nor speech
levels. rtighest" is relative since, as was mentioned in PROCEDURE, this
largely meant speech at about a normal 5 year old's level, with hbwever less
clarity of etwnciation.), Four subjects (2 in the training and 2 in the control
group) with the highest speech levels, had MA's ranging from 1.8 to 240 xears.
The two-training group subjects with MA's of 2.4 and 1.0, learned 5 and 13 words
respectively. indeed the child wi h an MA,of only one year learned to write
two-word sentences!

Number of concepts a child unde tood (receptively) prior to training
(as determined by the Coliepts Test) was directly related to MA, speech levelt

and number of lessons the child reached (see Table 2). Those with High-rConcept

knowledge had a significantly higher mean MA of .5.8 than Low- and No-Concept
groups who had mean MA's of 2.2 and 2.0, respectively. Receptive and expressive

language, as well as number of lessons reached, also decreased with decreasing
concept knowledge. (For more specific detail see'Table 2.)

* Further detail on dropped subjects: see RESULTS IV below.

** In their bbok on nonvocal training, Deich & Hodges (1977) and(at a Nonvocal
Intervention Conference, 1977) Hodges & Deich, briefly discussed preliminary
findings of this Study and used a different-dichotomy there. Final results
show clearly that the ptysent dichotomy is more appropriate, since two subjects
were previously incorreCtly reported as tested on the Leiter, when in fact
their MA scores were based on the PPVT.
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Regardless of.ty0e of-syMbol learned', passing an interim-retention
test .(giverraftdr A lesson was learned) was Significantly and-negatively corre-
lated with time to learn.' The fasterthe child learned,, fhe more'litely he was
to retain the material after the lesson. Respective Correlations and prObabilities'
were -.598 at .001, and -.459-at .014.

-

As noted in PROCEDURES above, the low-functioning children had difficulties
n learning, *eluding-learning to shift from chooSing'a symbol whenIshown an
object, to the reverse: choosing an object when shown a symbol. Consequently
part o1 the training involved not only learnidi to choose a symbol, but where '

neceasary, learning.to chooge an object.- These two:Opice-patterns. were libeled
Technique 1, Tl, and Technique 2, T2, respectively. Some of- the subsequent
data analyses consider whether these two techniques had an effect on thehild's
learning and.retention.

Technique 2 was added when the chilothad difficulty generalizing after
havi.pg been taught only to: choose-symbol-when-shown object. Since the better

/I--
learners among this low-functioning group actually got to learning verbs (in
LeSson 5), these were the ones who passed the lower lessons without needinv
specific teaching on T2. Since the adding of T2 indicated learning and general-
izing problem§ on the part of the child, it is not surprising that children

.

who weie given T2 in addition to Tl, generally spent significantly more
-sessqns in learning a perticularJesson, nor that thei also required progressively
fewer ssiotils as they succeeded on subsequent leasips (see Table 4).. On the
other AInd, lesson 5 (vetbs) presented a difficult learning situation. Thusll
was a ded for all subjects'efter several weeks of exposure to this lesson.
(See PROCEDURE.)

B. RETENfON OF SLOW-LEARNAG GROUP

Subjectstere given the retention,test one week after end of training.
They were ested on all symbols which had.been taught to them, ps well as bn
5 untaught hes*. The latter were representational symbols: -spoon, fork, bowl,

* boy and.girl (Figure 1). The questionyas whether they would do significantly
better on:representational symbols which had been taught or, whether by the
end of training, subjects would correctly respond tp any good representational

'symbols, whether or .not they had been taught!

Retention measure was based on the mean of correct symbol selections,
'and correct symbol rel6ctions. Thus, the child had both to select, totexample,
an apple Symbol when shown-a real'apwlp, and not-to-select the appls,s bol.when

,..X

shown non-apple objects. With four itemsshown at a time, the chance11l, rrect
selection'was 1/4, ,and correct rejection 3/4. The mean of these 2. p4h4s eant

. \

50% chance of.guessing correctly (see Appendix F for Retention Test)-... .1116 .

5 sets of 4.iems each, the child had a chance of making a maxitilum oft tcorrect
responses to each individual symbol and/or object. 41...

.
. .

Chi-square analysis. shows that overall, mean reiention lsmels were.signifi- 'k

cantly above chance (Table 5). This was so for nearly all individual.symbols,
.and regardless of whether Tl only, or Tl and T2 were taught. !There was greater .

* These were untaught for all but one subject who was gives,thè 3 nouns spoon,

forlk, and bowl in the variiitions-on-lesson-5 noted above in PROCEDURES.

41
** Recall that Tl referred to: learning to place symbol tieject; and T2:

object to symbol.
34
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than chance 'retention on,ali symbo1443, eixcept for child and in ert for Tl. The
five untaught representational.symbols, which,were also.show4 to the childrn.
at this point were rectivized above*chance for spoOn, fork, wl and girl",

below chance for box Air (F1gUrp.1). At

- -
%

Mean reEention level was consistently higher fot,taught oVer untaUght
symbolsakether one compared across representational symboir, or across the
tImo tecRElques; Mean correct retention on both techniques combined for_taught
symbols was 56%; for untaught symbols it was 52%. Mean 'Correct retention on

representational taught symbols was 57%, and 55% for untaught.

FurthermOre, retention level was significantly higher for Tl in comparison
to T2 for Ihree symbols: the taught symbols give &,bala, and the untaught boy

Ap symbol (Figure 1 and Table 7a).

. Analysis of retention levels across MA showed that ther& were significant
positive correlations of MA with retention.levels for either technique, i.e.,
the.higher the MA, the greater- the retention levql.

There are some interesting findings if one looks at errors, minutes to
criEerion, and subsequent percent retained, for different sub-groups of symbols. .

'(see Table 6.) Average percent retention seems to be about the same, in the
mid-fifties, whether one looks at the dichotomies of representational/non-
representational, foodsinon-foods, taught/untaught nouns, or whether one goes'from
lesson 1 through lesson 5. Errors average about 60.for all but foods and
non-foods,in which case errors run 72 and 52 respectively. Minutes-to7oriterion
are distinctly different for the various dichotomies, requiring fifty-plus
minutes for representational, foods, and taught nouns, while for non-representational
& nonfoods symbOls, the time is 31 & 19 minutes respectively. The surpiisingly
higher errors and time-to-criterion for the seemingly easier symbols (foods
and representatidhal symbols) may relate to the fact that the latter came at
the beginnilg lessons when the subject was still being introduced to this new
"language.".

If instead of symbol sub-grou s, one looks at lesson's, one sees that,

)- again, percent correct retention r mains in the fifties, ranging from 55.5% to
4-

'59.0%, while errors-and minutes t criterion fluctuate. The first lesson had
1 the most errors, 257.4,and required the most time-to-criterign, 251:7 minutes:

lesson involving two nouns referrin4 to persons (teacHer & child), was
.le ned fastest, 29.5 minutes, and with fewest errors, 41.2. (7able

A comparison of chilOren reaching only.the first, second, third or fourth
lesson in general shows no clear-cut trends,when looking at retention levels

41 and expressive and receptive language. However, here, as noted also previously,
one may sed\that for those reaching only lessons one, bin), three, or four,
untaught symbols were cohsistently less correctly,responded to, on thesretentiow
test, than were symbols which were taught. (Table 8: Note that here the Nean
scores refer to subjects reaching, but not exceeding a particular le son. Hence

scores here differ from those in Table 6 which consider results Ior a1l subjects

on .0.4eLfcific lesson, including those who reached a specific lesson d those.
..

who algr went on to pass another lesson.)

3
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The 13 who reached, and, whollypr in part, learned lesson 5,do show some
distinct differences trom the 12 others who did not repack 1esson.5. Although
41Ithheir retention level is the same, they are different on other variables.

ey learned thevfirst Tour lessons significantly faster7requiring a mean
of 63.4 minutes on each ledson, in contrast to those reaching lessons 1-4, who
averaged 246.8 minufEs per lesson. The same contrast max be seen inerrors
made: children reaching the next lessOn,.5 made a mean of 84.2 errors on
previous lessonsjin contrast to those readhing lessons 1-4 who averaged.314.2
errors. It is clear that even if those whd\only'reithed lesson 1 were
eliminated, mean errors and time-to-learn Imalned significantly higher for .

those who never reached lesson 5.
.. .

,
t r

.
-

.

In addition there were significank differences on MA,..receptive language
an4 attention. Those who.reached lestion 5 had a significantly higher MA, vs.
thdfe wha,Nclid not reach lesson 5., with means of 2.06 and 1.36, respectively.
In itddition, higher MA and reaching-lesson-16 Were associated wtth significantly.
higher receptive (but not expressive) langua4e, and higher attention span.
Probabfility was at <.01 in.all cases (see Table 3). Regardless of_whether
symbol's were representatiodk (i.e., looked like the object) .or /Aon\represen-
tational types, greatels exposure was significantly and negatively correlate&
with MA. That is, subTects with higher MA's required fewer.eXposures to learn
either type of limbol. Pearsonian correlations were -.362 (probability .038),

and -.540 (probaBility = ,003) for the two types (Table 3).

The verb lesson 5 presented two different types of problems: learning
10 . verbs per se, and learnink to put symbols'together in sentences. Since

teaching begad with word-strings at this lesson (i.e., combining learned
nouns with tvalgarned verb: "Child give apple teacher"), difficulties in combining
more than one symbol at a time became evident. [Consequently, as noted in
PROCEDURE, initial presentation was reduced from 4-word sentences to
one-word (verb) "sentences." Once mastered, the verb-symbol was amplified
with an object-symbol, such' as "give apple", and then again ampLified with a
sybject-symbol to create a se4ence such es "Child'give apple", etc.]

Children who had difficulties learning verbs in lesson 5, and were gi en
enhanced symbols (dovt, pictures,and extra verb), did not show.a significant .

increase in retention, in coMparison'to children not given such enhancement.
Results were as follows: 0.60 and 0.55, respectively fok Techniques I and II
for unenhanced symbols, vs. 0.56 and 0.57, respectively for Tl and T2 for
enhanced symbols. Nonetheless, some kind of learning occurred for one child
given a third verb,"sleep",to learn. On the Post-Traiqing Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Test, this child pointed to a pictured bed and dropped her head on
the table, simulating sleep. She had not done this on the Pre-training VPVT.

Seven of the 13 children who went through the verb lesson and whoge
retention level was particularly high on specific symbold-, 64%, were then
tested to see if they recognizedpictorial representations of symbols which
they had been taught. They all were able to choose the pictured symbol to a
,criterion of 2 out of 3 correct. However, analysis of individual symbols
showed that the correct selection of.actual vs. pictured symbols was higher in
almost.all cases. Interestingly enough, for 3 individual children Octures of

0
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symbols showeil higher scorea; child 1: retention of pictured chip was 88%,
vs. 69% actual chip symbol, on Technique 1; child 2: retention on' pictured
candy was 83%, vs. 76% actual candy symbol, on Technique 2; child 3: retention
of picfured vg7-sc..tual candy symbol on Technique 2 was 72% vs. 63%. (See
Table 9.)

r

PROBLEMS WITH PROCEDUR'E AFFECTING RESULTS ON SLOW,LEARNING GROUP

Despite-specific iilatructions on how to train the chill;en, teachers_
treated some variations which resulted in unnecessary extrS trials, If, ai
Ehe beginning of training, the teachers "felt" ,that the child didn't know the

t symbol, i.e., he failed.on an interim retention test, the'teacher arbitrimily
gave non-standard trials until he/she "felt" the child knew the symbol*, '

thoroughly. These extra trials hove been labeled "overlearning" trials and
may be seen to occur with decreasing frequency from the first through the llth
symbol of the first four lesson*. (See Table 10.) .Three ch4dren were given
more than 200 overlearning trials. Note that neither their retention levels,
nor mental ages appear significantly different fromchildren not given such' -

excessive overlearning trials (as reported-in prior tables).

II. ANALYSIS OF FAST-LEARNING GROUP
.

% As whs noted in PROCEDURE, above, not all symbols were available ai the ,.

beginning of training. Thus the 3 fast subjects had a somewhat different order
of presentation, in tHe first few lessons only.. Figure 2 shows trials-to-
criterion for selected symbols on lessons which were the same in content for'
the 3 subjeceb. Note that the number of trials required to learn symbols varied-
from a low of 1 trial for boy and girl Ogr subject BE, to"..a high of,65 trials
for the numbers one, two & three, & "and" foroubject MS. Figurm3.
trials-to-criterion .for each lesson. In.genetal, triatfActo-crit44.0.41uster
between 1 and 25 trials bue could reach as high as several hundYW...I., to BE
learned same & different in 17 triils, while JL required more thItPktrials
for the same symbols. Table 11 shdws that the total number of Sy ols learned
varied.between 44 and 60, of which nouhs constituted between 19 and 27 symbols,
and verbs between 5 and 9 symbols. Retention was high for these fast leatner4,
joith retention level' varying between 65% to 80%. Retention here was not only

0 15ased on correct individual symbol and objecit selection as with the slow learners.*
All three fast learners eorrectly responded to individual symbols, and aldo"
carried.out acts, finished writing sentences, and responded to untaught combine-
ttons, as demanded by the queries and commands written out by theAeacher.

ri

Pre- and post-training means dn MA, attention span, and expressie and
receptive language, did not change significantly in either direction:-.) MA's
were respectively 6.2 and 6.1; pre- and post-; attention span was 3.3 both
pre- and post; and language level expressive and receptte was respectively
3.3 and 3.2, pre- and post-traitring.

III. PRE- POST-TRAININ6 RESULTS

As previously,noted, the two control groups' results were combined since
there were no pre- nor post-training differences, and no treatment differences.
ContrIols on the training unit never saw the symbols beCause of the.overall
low-functioning of e unit. Thus no incidental learning was possible.
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% - VOCALIZATION AND.SPEECH: 'No significant change, were-Aoted foraither
-graining-or control groups when each child'.s pie- 40 post-training *cal-.
izations and expressive speech levela'were looked at from individUal subjects'
results.

However there were significant increases, for the training group only;
in terms of: (1) increased receptive Iallguage, with respective pre- and 2

post-means of 61.72 and 72.92, at a .03 level of significance:. (2) incteased
level of cooperation/(<.03 level) 4see Table 13).

-

MA AND IQ: No significant changes for any group, nor were any.expected..,

ATTENTION: Although there wete 4o significant group differences in
attention level initially, attention 'level pre, And post- changed.significantly
for control and training groups, but in opposite directions. gOntrol groUp
significantly decreased in attention level, while the training/group signifi-
cantly increased in level by the end of training. Analysis of cova t4, ance;.

controlling for MA, and t-tests, showing changes within groups, clear. Y show
these differences (see Table 14). '

IV. DIFFERENCES IN DROPPED AND RETAINED SUBJECTS

As noted above in PROCEDURE, some children were dropped for a,variety
of reasons, including illnes's, transfers and Arm-responsiveness to training.
Comparison shows no difference in MA of dropped children, regardless whether
they were in the control or training groups, since the respective MAs were
1.4 and 1.5 years. Nor is ihere any control vs. training group difference in*
years respectiveln. Note, however, that the differpnce between dropped and
retained subjects 1,s, consistently in 4he direction of lower MA's forlthe
dropped children. This is so because the non-responsivesubjects whcf,twere
dropped, were.. nonrespOnsive partly because of their lower level of functioning.
Their "lower" was even lOwer than the low-functioning.group which conatituted
the main training group, as discussed above.. IQ's follow this same trend.
Dropped children, whether from the training (experimental) oy control groups,
had lower IQ's'than the retained cltildren, with IQ's averaging about 24 for
the retained; and about 15 for those dropped.- (See Table 12.)

efiV. TIME SPENT

Time sPent with childrenyaried. Mean time spent with all retained,
children was about 1300 minutes, varying from 900 millutes.with controrgroups,
and 1500 minutes for the experimental group. Retained controls had about
45 mean number of sessions, with 20 minutes per session, while retained
experimentals were given about 67'mean number of sessions at about 23 minutes
per session. The number of teachers working with each child averaged around 6.
(For further detail'see Table 15.)

Rating of child-to-teacher and'teacher-to-child attachment-(as rated by
teacher) was generally positive.. However, the ratings were finally considered
too variable, 1114hazard, and subjective, to be meaningful on the average, despite
the ,Likert scal i'ating which was applied. Hence report of results and discussion
of attachment ratings was considered meaningless.

I. 111./

* MA's of retained children, since mental ages for the latter-were 2.5 & 2.2.
4 /t/
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It was evident that 'all twenty-eight children learned something through
the.training sessions.' As mentioned in the Results section, the sloWlearning
group of twenty-five children learned an average of ten symbols, ranging .

from two who leftrned only one symb61 to the thirteen children, who reached
Lesson 5, learning sixteen'symbols and simple telegraphic sentences. The

fastaigroup of three learned an average of fifty symbols varying from forty-,.
four to sixty symbola,and they consistently used longer and more complete
sentences. .

,....-

,

r These three fast subjectsediffered significantly on mental age from the
twenty-five slow.subjects, wiCh.the former having a mean MA of 6.2 years, i

in contrast to the latter's MA of 1.9 ybars. As noted in the Procedüres
and-Results sections,, the IQ scores forthe.thrge fast learlierswerebased on
the Leiter Scale and the PPVT, in contrast,to the slow learners, most of,whom
were tested on the Kuhlman-Binet. (As notedin Procedures, diffeent tests
were used of nece sity because of theNzery'different populations available.)*

Items on the Kuhl 1 an-Binet are more motor oriented. For example, items from
the 12-'to 18-mon h level include such items as whether the child can drink

from a cup, eat with a spoon, and spi.t out distasteful solids. . On the other
hand,the Leiter taps little"in the way of motor 'abilities, eliminatee

. dependence on verbaltzation entirely, and instead .faps more conceptual c

. abilities. The one child in the slow learner gtoup who was able to respOnd
to the Leiter, was the one who reached the maximum learning level for that'
group (16 wordb). It would seem then that mental age is a signifilcant factor

la learning this system. ;

Imaddition to higher mean mental age, the group of tIlime faster subjects .

a had higher levels of expressive and receptive language skills. fhey-had an

average score of 3,7 on our expressive speech measurement, meaning.that they
spoke simple words and sentences in an unclear fashion. By contrast, the
slow group had an average score Of 1.5, meaning that they mide noises and
speech-1 ke sounds. The difference in receptive language skills yes not as

jbgreat; 3 for the fast ones vs. 2.2 for-the slow. The faster group's attention
.rating was also noticeably higher than the slow group: 77% vg. 59.8%. That
1
their greater facility with language and'higher level:3'a attention also affected

,

the amount.they learned, seems cleaV and comes as no surprise. Their greater -r

intelligence, attentkon sPan, and greater skill in processing language uhdoubtedly
aided them in acquiring the symbol. system more rapidly.

... .

* Previously published preliminary results.(Deich & Hodges, 1977,& the podges

& Deich report at the Nongpeeeh Language Intervention Conference) incorrectly
reported an additional two subjects as having been tested on the Leiter. In

actuality,. they were tested on t e PPVT since neither subject could pass the

baseline items on the-4,4liter.



-The children's relationship wiih, and feelings'towards, their teachers
also seemed rel4bed to the 'amount they learned. Tholigh our overall ratings
ofchild-to-teachAr,and teacher-to-childtattachment were considered to be
toO.subjective an4biased to be analyzed statisticaily,it was evident that
many of, the'children-had develdOed anattachment to one partiqular teacher
-(and vice.vefsa). The child tended to perform better.000 to be less distract-
ible when working wi*ell his/her favorite teacher. Towards the end.of the project
ofte of tti'e tochers, a favorite Of one of ou 'fastest learners, ieft the

,projeCt,'and it was difficultt to get this y ung boy tO respond at ny level
for a whi

,
le.-

'
. .

In general the slower group of children tended to be more heAvily
medicated than the three fast ehildren. Variations in.their 'attention span
and-learning rates occurred in connection with changes in medication-. For
_example, one girl leared the first two lessons rapidly but, jf r a thane
.in medication,it was difficult eo get her to attend to anythin andAt took
her months to learn the next lesson. Nlb

The behavior of one boy was at first quite puzzling. His attention-level .

seemed to fluctuate very rapidly within each session for no.apparent reason.
At;last one of his teaehers noted an interesfing pattern. As long as he
was not progressing Ae attended to the siivation, but when he was &street he
became extremely excited, happy., and distractible. He apparently was unable
to handle success iOhede initial sessions, but later he learned how to
cope even in these pdeitive.,situations.

Despite.the large differences between the slow and faSt groups, it is
important to note the-slow grogp did learn to use the tionvocal system to some
extent. ,When we compare scores fOr the group of thirteen children who'learned
verbs, with the group who did not, mental agd again seems a factor. Those
children who reached Lesson 5 (verbs) had signfficantly.higher mental age
(as well as higher redeptive speech and attention levels) than those who did
not reach Lesson 5...-Zven though one is looking at fairly low functioning,
on the average those Oith mean MA's of 2.06 reached Lesson 5, those with"MA's
of 1.36, did not. 'In general thdh, mental age seems to nelate to mastering
the systempas does attention,,speech 1eme1 .4---an4 _ine,avaticalgosepver, _there
were exceptions to this. Some subject h eictremely low.I.Q.'s were able

411 to reach Lesson 5. Of particular inte as one child Who had an /Q of
eleven, an Mk ofr1.6 on the K-B, primitive eceptive language skills (the
ability to TUllo44, a few commands) and essentially only,the ability to make
noises (nonspelLh-like sounds) in the area of exprssiveTanguage skills.
This subject hdlPireviously received both speech and signing lesson and had'
been essentiatly ton-responsive to boih, yet in.the present alstem, this child
mastered verbs and simele telegrapiiic-type sentence construction. : A

When we examine the data for differences between the slow children who
. ,

learned Lesson 2, 3, and 4 and those who remained'on Lesson 1, mental age is
notionger a significant factor. One subject,with a menlal age of one year
was.able to learn eight symbols, another with Omentaloage of one yeaftlearned
five symbols, While three subjects with menpl age's of over ote yeat, Tout,

,momths remained on Lesson 1. Additionally, two of these three hild higher
receptive-and"expressive skills than the two who reached lessons 2 and 3. "
This is difficult to explain since.these sUbjects did not seem to differ on
attention. One cbn obly hypothesiz that-other factors, perhaps motivational
onds not measured by the study, play d a part in determining their learning
rate. P . '

4 0
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.* . The difficulty 'the-slower group of children had with Lesson 5 (discussed
.

1 in both the Proeedure.and Reaulrs sections) seemed also:to be related o .

1
.

sentente'length lnd complexity.'4,The children rapidly learned one wOrd el0.
graphic phrases (give object, itsert object).but when confronted by a ring

'..of several symbols,-they,appeared confused, and their response droppe o

a chance 146/el.

a.

0

0

S.

4.
.

The childrIbn'learned concrete nouns more rapidly than the verbs: The
Original design for learning verbs, which worked well in aur origiqal.pilot
and alsowith the.present three fast subjects,,twas one of a string of 'symbols

'\such as, "Child give apple teacher". Since the slow learners were unable"to-

-go from,sinee nouns to stringof wordS which incluaed_sentences, we radically
redudld whAt was presented on Tte learning board. The sentence beCam'e a
holophrase, such as "give object"'(witla implied donpr,and recipientand with
the real objectalbne being present). Under these conditions the child wls
able to learn the verb. However, when longer sentences were intreduced,
correct'response again tended to drop to a chance level. Thus tese.children
required many mini-steps,to begin to learn sentences.

-0

RogeiOrown (1974) suggested that children below the age of two years 4'

folAr MiSft411s are unable to carry out cOnvellations and use.sentences, not

becadte they lack 'the vocabulary, but because theY do not.have ftecoriceptua
iskills necessary to plan and execute suth.0;sentence. "In -other words, a,
sentence sech as "Child give t6Cher smile" fequires that the chil.LBust be
able to.recognize and respond to each symbol, and also to process2fre sequence
in'order.. The child must recognize that this sentence differs in direction
apd meaning from Teacher give apple chile; and.respond differently. It may

be that below the mental age of two such sequenced programming is beyond the
4logical operation of the Mild, 'and we.might have to be content with-..eele-

. -graphic senfeneet from these Profoundly retarded subjects.

, It is more likely that dur methodologrerred in introducing strtuging.

. and verbs simultaneously for these srlow leainers. Verbs are mo e cedPlex,
less conn-etd, and more-difficult to learn. By introducing thi higher .

concept clad's, and by,increasing phrase length, processing was m de mote . 0
difficult. It.weuld seem, therefore, that for children at low lebels of

. functioning,, i.e., MA ef about two years, we introduced too much at one time.
A shorter, more concrete introduction to stringrng might ,have produced less

p confusion. ,.

° .''.

Nonetheless, based on present data and our preVieus work, we can conclude
that,generally,chil4ren who have a mental tap above two years can master this

nonvoc-al'system. However, When we examine children who have mentsl'ages below
two', yarsthere are some *eXtremely low functioning ones (in terms oe low mental

ae, receptiop and exprdssive ranguage,skills, and attentiOn span) who da
seem to learn' the sygtem. Not surpr1s4ngly.they have even greater learning
difficulty, as 'heen in 4fognif4cAntly more errors, and they need even more

repetitions. Inyiew of.the inability Of these low functioning groups to

.
mastop either Vocal language or siining, the use of a symbOl syhtem for
commanicatiOn need's seems to be or value,.even though,learning is so slow.
'In other words it is better forikOem tlt Wave at least some way or communicating,

. ..
hoWever primitive, than none at ail. --0 I ,

,

:.

.
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'N. - P' slow group who did begin tq learn.verbs,and.who had an average MA of 2.06

`. , \years, .

/ .
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. RETENTION 4100

Retention was,significantly-abóve chance for Symbols each subject had
learned. AiOwould be expected from tfie diffictilties in learning ehe verb
lesson,: there were more errorp on verbs than on other speech parts.. The
higher error rate on food.items probably relates to the fact that such *ems
occur in the first few lessons Oen the child is first learning the system.
In addition, .the subjects who reached the latfer lessons in Whibh nonfood and
nonrepresentational symbols were introduced were those who had higher mental
ages, receptive speechlawl attention levels. .TheSe factors also'account for
the lower error scores orethe.later lessons,-as well as for the lower time
to.criterion on nonfood, nonrepresentational,And verb symbols. In general,
the subjects demonstrated a learnpg-to-learn phenomenonpwith fewer errors
and time reqUired to master the later lessons than the first lesOon.

Of interest is the high, correct level of response to the untaughte
.

7

representational iteMs. It,would seem the children learned a general paradigm
of matching.a symbo a a similar (but not necessarily the same) colored
object. In Piaget :(1926, 1952, 1954) terms, the'child had learned both
the q.ass of,sign ers and significant. There is a class of objects,-.and.
a class of things that, in same way, resemble th'ese objects (shape,: color, etc.)
This association of symbol anobject was'not present.at,the time of the first
lesson when representatfonai symbols were introduced. The children therefore
had leer d something,more general in their training;since they were originally
Aable to spond correctly to representational symboli.' This amount of
general ation.from such a low functioning group is interesting and.dgmon-
strates a leatrang potential that was acttolly unexpected. Note,however, that
the.lower group of slow children(who-did nZ)t).earn the verb le(son 'and had
an average MA of 1.36 years);did nst demonstrate this generalization to

untaught.representatpnal symbols as well as did the "higher': functioning

,

Technique II was introdUced for those subjects who had troubleilastering
dhe learning sequence. -Although these 'children had learned to match the'symbol
to the object, they were unable to match the object to the symbol. As noted
In the Procedure/section, we to train for a shift in learning: that is,

411, after teachin t at A.gOes wit B, we also had to teach B goes with A. It

was necessar teach the-symbol-object and then the object-symbol sequence
for each ite the child learned. To illustrate, consider Mary's responses.
After many.ervats Mary learned that the apple symbol,(5 , goes with the real
(plasticyapple. At that point she reliably (over 80 percent of the time)

11
selected tfie correct appl symbol from an array of fbur symbols and placed
it in,front of the apple. However, when Mary was shown the actuil apple and

.asked to place it next to the apple symbol, d , she wets., unable to do 'so.

This step, which we called a shift, was taught .selmrately. Once she learned,...)

114.

tfiis sfiift, she was taught the symbol for banana, 4, . Again, Mary reliably
leaved to select the symbol from an array And place it in front of the real
banana. When presented with the baninia,and required to move-the banana to

40 ) the banana symbo1,0 she was again udable to do this and so had to be
taught this shift. 'In some cases the same procedures had to 11e tolloWed

4.

1!"
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for each symbollregardless how many otber symbols and shifts the child had
4

learned. Shift learning seems to be more rapid than the original pairing,
but still needs many guided trials. The significantly loker retention level;
for Rhildren who had to be taught technique II On the first lesson,sFems to
be related to their lower mental age in comparison to the other children.

It is important to note that the researcher/teacher must be aware of
where and when to change teaching techniques to meet the needs.of a particular
child. _Many of the children were able to master this association without
specific training. For others, even when the vtafOnitially felt it would
be impossible to demonstrate any learning, modifications of the procedure
aided the child-in learning the particular task. For example, one girl had'
great trouble learning the object/symbol shift and we.Pdespaired of her

. progressing past the first lessons. After.training on shift-learning she
went on to learn verbs, used symbols spontaneously with her trainer, and
demonstrated generalization to untaught'pictures. 4.

4
Seven of the thirteen children who went through the verb lesson, and

whose retention level was particularlythigh on specific symbols,Siere then
tested on-pictures of the symbols the)7 had been thught. The children showed
that they recognized these two-di ensionarpictorial representations, since
they oorrectly chose pictured s, ,.1.s to a criterion of 2 out of 3 correct.4
Nonetheless, recognition of actual symbols was easier, since out of a total,
of 40 choices (the same 20 symbols wert shown once under Technique I and
once under Technique II) given to nearly all seven children, only 3 instances
showed a higher recognition bf pictures over.actual symbols.

The important point here is that the children had learned an analog
to reading. This makes the'system more useful since the child can respond
to a two dimensional representation (as on a mural'or, in a book of symbols)
thus reducing the cumbersome task,of carrying around a bag/box of symbold.
In this situatiOn the child could then communicate needs and desires by
indicating the correct symbol sequence.

FAST LEARNING SUBJECTS

1., The three faster subjects learned the lessons rapidly. Number of trials
to criterion was far lower, amount learned was higher, and retention varied
from 65% to 80%. For the higher functioning child the symbol system is a
more eWsily masiered communication technique.

These ft learning cb,,ildren often changed the rules for us. As an
example, one child liked to Aeliberately construct his sentences incorrectly
and then just as deliberately corrected them, after which he would calmly
reward.himserf with, a .reinforcer. Another refused.the small candy rewards, 4
but responded.well to 'stars drawn on a piece"of paper which could later be
turned in for a heap toy reward.

411,
,

. The rapid'learning arid extensive use of the spites these 3 children
demonsttated 'Added to the enthusiasm of the teacher-Ofainers. The evident
learning and ingenuite one child displayed can be seen in the following
example: -He had an apparent.aversion lo the word "No" and when asked a

. ,
-,,.... '

4 3
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question requiring a "No" response such as "Red:color of (blue) box?" he
would exchange the-color symbol so the sentence would read "Blue color of
(blue) kox?" in order to respond "yes".

PRE=POU DIFFERENCES

Unlike previous reports (Carrier, 1974) there was no siinificant increase
in vocalization frpm pretraining to poet-training sessions. This may be due
to the extremely low level of functioning in both mental ages "and speech that
charafterized most of our subOects. It is difficult to ascertain population
characteristics of other etudies from the descriptions given in the literature.
Our training group did show increased neceptive languageskills, increased
level of cooperation, and increased attention span. We did 'not predict,

.1 nor did we find,.any changes-in concepts, mental age, nor IQ. ,

Although'no significant changes in expressive language were.found, there
were qualitative changes in the language of those children who had some words.
As an example, one girl at the beginning of the study would say (to herself)
"Cathy bad girl", and hit herself. By the end of training she no longer hit,
had begun to smile, and wOuld say "Good, Cathy, good girl". In general,
children In the training,group showed increased positive behaviors, and less
acting-out.destructive behaviors, according to caretakers who interacted
with hem on a daily 24-hour basis.

,

It is inleresting to not t e,algnificant changes that occurred for
control and training groups on re- and post-test attehtion-span scores.
The trpining group increased significatly in.attention span, whille the control
group 'decreased significantly. Thle increaseil attention span for the training

group was hypothesized, but the decrease for the control group was At.
Perhaps the non-contingent sociaL reitAprcement without task direction produced
'this effect. Our teacher-trainers also felt the control childrep had becoie
bored, and this may well have led to decreased attention span.

DROPPED SUBJECTS

As noted in the Procedures and Results.section, the children'who were
dropped from the study tended to be those with unworkalge behavioral problems,
lower.MAs, and other.disabilities. As an example, one girl who was dropped

, from the study was painstakingly taught to grasp objects,,sojhat she would'
be4.ahle to panipulate the symbols.. Unfortunately, the grasping behavior was
extlinguished by staff members who felt it was inappropriate in other situations. .

Rather than start all over again with this child, we decided'to concentrate
A

410

on Other subjects.

Most of the children came to ehjoy the training 8,ssion9 to such an
extent that sometimes the .stafflcaretakers would unfort nftely use the session
as a goad to good behavior, i.e., "if you're good you c nlgo, if you're,bad
'you can't go to the.session'today." Despite their apparent eagerness to come
io the sessions; the childcen responded differently to different teacher- '

trainers and for different rewards. As noted with the high functioning group,,
"the slower'ones, too, sometimelpevised their own'reward system,tiaryifig from

t
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M&M's, to cereal, apple slices, Kool Aid, music, etc. ne 'boy wanted his

411 juice from a,goll bottle. so that he coad reward llimse after each cofreet
action.

This project featured control groups lacking in previous work,including
our pilot study. The matched controls wlho received one-to-one-interaction
but.no training, shared a decrease in attention and no increase in language
Skills. Thus it seems that it is the symbol system.itself which facilitates
Indeased attention, as well as some measure of skill with plastic symbols.

CONCLUSION

The symbol system seems to have promise for the nonvocal retardet child
who has problems in communicatio4. For even the profoundly retarded chied
the system is of.vAlue,although Jith very low MA's, i.e., below'2 years, one
can generally expect much slowerfand more limited learning than for children
who have MA's above two year% Thus the system can even be used with children
who have a mental age. ofone or over, although those with higher mental.Akges*
and some simple receptive language skills,-and few behavloral problems,1111
learn the system more rapidly.i If a child can be taught vocal language or
Signing it is certainly prefe;13ble tig,the'more cumbersome symbol system.
However, both speech and signing inAlve a temporal mode'and requireadequate
short-term memory, which the symbol system does not require. In the symbol
system the stimulus rdaterial remains visible until the child is ready to'reSpond,,

. so that the deficits in short-term memory.which charatterizes tfie retarded
population is of much less importance. IHence,where other modesiof communication
cannot be taught, or when pre-speech seimulation is desirable, then a nonvocal
sypbol system may well be the preferred communication approach.

mak

In reviewing the conceptual arid perceptual prerequiSites for language
(Clark, 1974), we noted that our population has the perceptual skills,
necessary for mastering the Premack systeM: they.can,diseriminate and respond
.,to shape, size, and movelment; none are deaf, and they yespond,to sound'
(although hearing is not A'requisite for this system);* they also respond
to taste, having a hierarchy of food preferences; responses to texture and
touch have also been observed; Children having perceptdal deficits in these

,areaS may not respond to triining in the.system.

From the Piagetian view of language (1926; 1952) a child must first
learn to understand the class of objects prior to developing the reprebentation
for the object. Premack has commented'that in initial training the chimp
does not distidguksh the referent from the thing to which it refers, and-so

it smears a piece.of apple on the board rather than placing the symbol repre-
'senting-the apple on the board. All of our sublects seemed to distinguish..
the class of real objects fro4 'the class of symbols. None of the children,
not even the low functio'ning group, have attempted to place"the objegi instead
of the symbol on the board)so, perhaps, Oey are in some sense prepraErammed
for language. Intereseingly enoughlthe children tend to put the symbols
representing food items into their mouths but we haye not noted any mouthing

41 of nonfood symbols.
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I .
Solar as we know, no o her study eicept our imgoing one 'has adequately

compared the relative facil tative'effect of symbols plus.one-torone inter-
action, vs. comparable one o-one interaction without learning symbols,
As noted abovS, the symbolf system has advantages in.thSt it exists.in two
modalities, time and spac and permits different types of sensory inputs
(visual and tactual). Fof the'child 4ith difficulties in processing and
sequencing language, or for the child with difficulties in fine motor
coordination, -these additions may permit him to learn more readily than

would, let's say, a signing system. If words were individually selected
for each child and environmental confrols.were such that mastering a symbol

produeed an immediate real world environmental effect, one might.increase

the child'S learning. In classrooms or at home, where parent of teaCher has
more time and caA be consistently with the child,,leatning under those

conditions might progress more.raptdly tnd be even more meaningful to the child.

Our work has confirmed that symbol systems can be valuable in training.°
nonverbal retardates to communicate, even'if such'communication is only

partial, as is the case with some subjects. Others, such as our higher

functioning children, seem to fearn the system fairly readily. Indeed they

even learn syntactical order without any direct teachirik, and are.able to.

progress prom bne-symbol labeling L'o stringing fatFly long and complex chains.

1.
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Table 1: Subject Characteristics: (a) of original subjects;
(b) of retained subjects

(a) Characteristics of original subjects

,
1

,

ATTENTION
a . ca,b

n CA 'MA IQ EXPRES,SIVE RECEPTIVE LEVEL %

1
,

Expekimentals 33 13.3 . 2.0 18 2.5 2.4 0.1
u

Controls 20 11.8 2.7. 25 2.5 2.4 69.4

SPEECH LEVEL

,(

(b) Characteristics of retained subjects

4 SPEECH LEVEL # #

.
ATTENTION # LESSONS SXMBOLS

n MA EXPRESSIVE RECEPTIVE LEVEL % SESNIOREACHED LEARNED

4

All experimentals 28 2.5 1.7 '

Fast S
s

3 6.2c 3.7

Slaw S
s .,

25 19a 1.5

All controls 18 2.2 3.2

a based on Leiter, PPVT, K-B, or S-B

bg- IQ's per test as follows:

Leiter PPVT K-B S-B

Exper. \.43 34 11 29 4

Oontr. 41 23 14 25-
,

c - based on Leiter 'Scale

2,..3 62.6

3.0 77.0

2.2 59.8

2.0 69.0

t

a/

57.7 5.6 14.3

56.4 . 21.3 59.0

57.8 3.7 11:\.0

----- - - - - .....k.-

bt
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Table : Relationship-of-Concept Knowledge to MA, Speech Level,
# Sessions,and Lessons Reached

39.1

V

,

CONCEPT GROUP n

3

2

6

2

19

14

MA

. SPEECH

#.SESSIONS
LESSON
REAVEDEXPRESSIVE RECEPTi4

HIgh Exp.

Control

Exp.

Control

Exp.

Control

6.2.

4.2

2.0

2.2

1.8

2.8

3.1

-- 3.3

.

2.1

3.5

1.3

2.4

3.0

3.0

2.8

3.0

2.0

1.7

.

564

55.5

41.= a.. MO

5.8.6

21.3

4.5

OM ORM

3.5

ow ....

(9-14
concepts)

.

Low
1-8

concepts)

No

(No.

concepts)

NOTE: 4 Ss in Experimental and 2 S
s

in Control Groups showed same post-test

improvement on concepts.
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Table 3: Comparison of Stihjects Reaching, ,and Not ReAching
Lesson 5 on MA, Receptive Language,and Attention Level*

S
s
Reaching
Lesson 5 13

.

S
s
Not Reaching 12

,

.0

OF

40

t RECEPTIVE' ATTENTION
MA LANGUAGE LEVEL ¼

.

2.06

1.36

-1-.16

±.08 ,

79,54

42.42
4

± 8.50

±10.77

68.08,±5.33

50.83 ±3.88.

/ -
,3.91 2.70

Significance level .0005 .0Q65

Only significant-results from t-tests reported.. Differences between other
variables uot significant.

4.

f.
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Table 4: T-tests on Number of Sepsiona'Required on First 4 Leasons for Ss
given one or both TechniqUes,(T1 and/or In-

k

LESSON
LEARNED

4

T1 & T2 N

21

T1 only t

1.69

SIGNIFICANCE
LEVEL '

52.25 ±10.00 331.57
. 1

±4.6 .083 .

2 11.00 t-2.94 17 5.59 t0.99 1.74 .078

I

3 8 15.63 ± 2.04 10 7.56 t1.12 3.49 .003*
.N..

4 15 11.73 .±.. 1.64 2 1.,o0 ±0.00 6.53 .000*
%

* = sigflificant (at .05)

5

t
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Table 5:, Chi squares for Retention Levels for All Symbols

;

RETENTION %

<50%
b

>50%a

0
. 319 397

. 4
.E 358 358

le .8 b

OP

a = mean of correct selections & rejections, chance g. 50%

b = <.01 probability
0

5z

4%4_

z

(-)

4

Wa
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Table 6: it Errors, Minutes to Criterion, sand % Correct Retention for Different
Symbol Croup", and within Lessofis 1-4.

I.

SYMBOLS

NOUNS

ERRORS

Representationala 60.37

Non Representational 60.06

NOUNS

Foods
b

Non Food

72.26

51.63

41 REPRESENTATIONAL e%4

P I
Taught Nouns 60.37-

e

Untaught Nouns

# SYMBOLS
LESSONS TAUGHT

1 257.4

2 2 41.2

3 3 141.3

4 3 173.4
A

MINUTES TO CRITERION

52.43

31.153
4-

.

i- RETAINED*

*

56.7

4r.

19.85

.57.1

55.5

52.43c 56.7 .

54.9

,1

251.7 59.0

29.5 59.0

65.2 55.5

50.9 55.6

1

a - apple, banana, cup, ball

- apple, banana, cereal, chip, candy, food

c - includes data on L S taught spoon, fork, dish

d - spoon, fork, bowl, boy, girl

.* Based ow X correct selections and rejections.

a
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table Retention Levels qn Both Techniques Across Selected Variables*:.

f
(a) Symbols,and (b) MA.

(a) T-TESTS ON SYMBOLS AND TECHNIQUES*

%CORRECT'
RETENTION

SYMBOLS TETI. I

% CORRECT
TECH II . T

N

SIGNIFICAgCE
LEVEL

Give s 63.5 ±4.9 53.5 ±3.0 ,1.82 .045

Ball 60.9 ±3.2 42.3 ±4.2 2.18 .023-

Boy 60.2 ±2.9 47.9 ±2.1 3.75 .0005

r.t
%a.

0

(b) PEXRSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS* ON, RETENTION**: MA.&LTECHNIQUES .

TECH I

MA Correlation 0.808

Significance 0.049

* Only significant Tesults are reported:

** Based on mean itrrect seleCtion and rejection

a

5 4

TECH IT

0.752

0.010

(9) ,x
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Table-8: Mean Retentio 'Levels
a.
on Techniques: (T1, T), and Taught & Untaugh Symbols, together. with Speech Level, Errors,

1 & Minutes, per 5 Lessons. .4(Note: Mean scores refer to subjects who'reache , butlid not exceea, i specific lesson.'
. -i. -Hence these, scores differ from. Table 6.)

,LESfON

-REACHED

,

PERCENT RETENTION

4. eg

.Cr .
,. ,

..

i. .

..- _. tTr",'
, ...

.. '
. .

.

Tl .

.

, T2 2' Tl & T2 , , . . SPEECH LEVEL- .

MINUTES-TO-
=AUNT n TAUGHT UNTAUGHT n
--r- l

3 55 - 2', 1 56 56"
.

49.
, MO;

2 68 'i .61 57' 45 ir 1

3 .56 .' 52 .r2 ,.','56 53 2

4 55 51 i'' ,..5,4/-
,

52 2,

i '
53 1358 .59. 13 56a, 5

SUBJECTS
REAC ...

V

1-4 58 " 55 to 55 50 7

5 58 ',59 13 56 ' 53, 13
,

TAUGHT
,..

UNTAUGHT

.57 54 '

67 57

56 .+ 53

54 51

57 57
-.,\

.,-

58 53 .

57 57

a = based op mean cortect symbol se1ection and rejection

h = n,'= 12
. 410

c = thig group.dhowed a mean-of -84.2 on 1eau 1-4

-d this group showed a mean of 63.4 On ssons 1-4

ft.

,.. .
, ,

EXPRESSIVE RECEPTIVE .ERRORS n CRITERION-o- -
. , .

, 1.3

2..3r

2.0 \

1'. 7 .: -y.1 .3

2.0 / :2 . 8b.

..

616.4 t 411.0

257.2

11541.."2. 123.0
-".;0)1. "t

270.6 ; ',14' 3 Ai2 191.1

173A '3 , 77.2d
t,.. ...§

. if, ...

1.8 A1.6 314.:2 12 .$46.8

2t0 2.8 173.6 13ft 77.2..

tN

It

f

,.

4

4

4.



Table 9: Retention Level for Actual Symbols vs'. Piciures of Symbols

PERCENT 'RETENTION

TECHNICZUE 1 , TECHNIQUE 2.
,

ACTUAL PICTURES OF ACTUAL:
SYMBOLS SYMBOLS. n SYMBOLS . .-.42. SYMBOLS

Apple 76

Bananh .75

Cracker 76

Teacher . /2,

Child

?andy 731

blip 72

Cereal

All
.

71
, ,

Box ;1\ A

Cup

Give .81

'Clean 86
4

Insert

Sleep, 81.'

Spoon 70

Fork 71..

Bowl 043'

5 '56

4 48

.1 56

3 46
OS

-_,

4 71

1 , 35 .

3 50

3 51 '

_...

3 48

2 56
.

.

- --
,

2 , 69

2, 56

2 46

1 52

A

5 70

4 64

1-
68

j 80

67

1 72

76

_64

64

_ 70

3 :

2.

- 65

2

2 280

2

1 66'.

46

.

,. PICTURES OF
v

41,wn,- SYMBOI.S
. n

1 34 1

. c

1 50 1

1 50 f

1 44 . 1

- \
-

,
-

..

1 50 1

. ..,

-
,

11.0 547 1
. ,

1 33 1

4

2 55 2

2 55 2

1 50 .1'

1 66 l I ...1P-

4.

1
,

66 1

3 o 3

-

ON. ewe MIND .

Boy -- _ __ -

Girl 71' 4 3 __ - -

NOTE: In 3 individual ins'tances, pictures of symbols had higher scores:) T2:

chip 88% vs. 69%; Tl: candy 81% vs. 76%; and 721 vs. 63%.

* Mean of correct symbol selections and eejections.
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sTAble 10: (a)vOlierlearning Trials 61' Errors Per Symo-61,,(Ls4qns 1-4);
& (b)Retention Level for the 3 S Given More than 200 Ex,Walfriatts (Lesson 1).

t,.

. f

-
(a) EXTRA TRIALS ON SYMBOLS IN LESSONS 1-4 ,

-

APPLICABLE
SYMBOLS

Apple

Banana

Cracker

Chip

Cereal'

Ball

Box
.S44

C uift-

OVERLEARNING
TRIALS

Ey
ACCOMPANYING

ERRORS

0

'

126.3

63 0

3

.±

9N4*-

ms "1

../he

,

'771. q

ft.56 ±19.7
.82.28 ±29,1

--x--495.72 ±27.5

22.48

12.16 ± 4.5
42.20 ±11.3

S.

')

10i.40.

.'`104"..
441:-'. C'sf

Otir:I.

0 ;
ii 38.00 it 9.5

30:24 ±

29.92 1 8.2
45.68 ±10.9

46.72 ±1348

(b) MA & RETENTION LEVELS FOR:1 S Given More than

Overlearning Trials on Lesson 1 Only

Th

KJ

MA APPLE

% RETENTION*

BANANA

200

,.4

.16
1.6

2.3

53

51

53#

56

50

60
4

56 $

56

58

* X correct symbol selection and rePction.

,t-:C;i1P

4,

. OP.

.f
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LEAiNING:

SYMBOL TYPE

S.

dr

Table fl: Learning and Retention for 3 Fast Subjects

1., All (nouns, verbs,
Adje'etives, etc.) 46

2. Noyns 19

3. Verbs .7

RETENTION:

# 'errors

% error's

% correct retention

NOTE:.

eli

74

-76-

All tau0t, ift4V1dual,symbo
for one nOun'by sublect MS.
to sentences asid/ox.untaught

1.0

*.

to.

*MS BE
,

# CORRECT SYMBOLS

60 44

27 20

9 5

. .

12

20 -35

80 65.,

ls were
Errors

symbol

5 9

a.

passed Retent on Test, except
on Relten on te t were in response
comNination

4

fit

11

S.

.1

t..
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Table 12: Compatibon of Original, Dropped and Recgined Subieets in.the Two
'Crpups (Experimental and Control) on ex, MA,and'1Q.

aCef

Original Ss

4.

CA MA

Exper. 6 33, 13..3 ,2.0

Control 20 11.8 2.7

Retained* S
s

Exkr. 28 12.7 2.5

Control 11.8 . 2.2

Dropped ,Ss

-Exper. 10 14..9 A

Control 4 11.8 1.4

401

*Includes Ss added to program. .

Leiter PPVT

43 34

41 23

43 33

41

B. at
. K-B S-B

11 .

14

12

j
2§ 18

25' 25-

. .

27 21.

26 27

36 13

25 19

5,*

J

6.

41.
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Table 13: Pre- and Posteraining: Significant Changea on Receptive Language
and Cooperation: T-test

4

Results

1

%

a
5i ± S.E.

SIGNIFICANCE
VARIABLE PRE 'POST LEVEL

% Correct receptive speech ±7.67. 72.92 ±5.53 2.07 .025

Cooperation 1.95'±1.39 2.23 ±0.09 2.03 .028

4

4

.4



46, :

4

i"Itir-?70-''.8.
.

8 C..'' ..'... . i .e,

.. .4`.,;.:.!;1:::1,V,.. .,,4,aus .1S.4 ',-
A

N Table lk: Attention-Slian Change from-lre- Post7Train1ng:A
A

1R 1(a) Analysis of Covariance Across Groups; (b) t eats Within Groups
, 4At

. v. ....

(a) Attentiod-Span Change Across Groups*: Analysis iof Covariance**

4 ATTENTION SPAN
. *

,. CHAVGE
FICANCE

MONTHS . GROUP X t s.gi L .

Feb-Oct. Exper. 0.50 ±.2.6,.

Controls ,/),')'° -1:40 ±.48
4..98 . 3

(b) Attention Span Change Within Groups*: t-tests.

ATTENTION SPAN
CHANGE

4'
SIGNIFICANCE

MONTH GROUP . 5i ± stE. t LEVEL

Feb.. E4er.-Post-training

. Oct.

Feb.

Oc t .

,t 'Control-Post-training

Control-Pre-training

*- Excluding 1' fast sIlibjects

%
** Controlled for MA

.

3.13 ±.18
44

2.67 ±.23
0,
,04

,1.47 ±.42
72.94 - .005

2.87 ±.31

Nark
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a
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p.

Table 15: 6) Time Spent with Subjects,, (b) #4Teachars/Child

GROUPS

ALL

*Retained S
s

Retained,
Experimentals 912.00 ±85%95

,

Retained

(a) TIME

e.

.52

TIME IN MINUTES # SESSIONS MINUTES/SESSION

.5i± S.E. X ± S.E. X ± S.E.

1284.07 +92.29

0

57.81 ±3.39 21.95 ±.65

44.94 ±4.06 20.32 ±.68

Controlsi" C 1537.08 ±120.44 :66.56.±4.19

ALL sr
s

(New4

Dropped, Retained)

J:IV!

1135.93 ±83.38 52.71"±3.06

.r (b), W Teacherskhild'=-X S.E = 6.38 ±.53

'';;v-

,

A

0

4

23.4±.93

20.83 ±.69

/
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